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Abstract 

The design of a structure should be regarded as the design of a system. In this 
licentiate thesis a method (concurrent engineering) for the design of systems 
is studied parallel with the development of the system itself. The purpose of 
the work is twofold: 

• To study the application of concurrent engineering (CE) as a 
method to manage the design work for the design of a glulam 
truss. 
• To develop a glulam truss and investigate if it can be made 
competitive on the Swedish market. 

The qualitative study started with the formation of a CE team consisting of 
an architect, a contractor and a manufacturer of glulam with the researcher 
as the project manager. The idea in CE is to let members from different parts 
of the design work (design, production and manufacturing) solve the prob-
lem together. Through the concurrent work of these members a proposal of 
a glulam truss was posed. The proposal was then verified and refined by the 
CE team through several iterations between resistance considerations and 
production issues. The qualitative study showed that the members of the CE 
team are equally important for the success of the development project.There 
is also a need for a strong and independent project manager with a wide 
knowledge base.The production issues were investigated early in the design 
process, which is an advantage for the manufacturer of the truss. 

The quantitative study focused heavily on the solution for the joint in 
the glulam truss. A connection type new to the Swedish market was pro-
posed; nails with slotted-in steel plates.The joint consists of steel plates placed 
in internal slots in the glulam member which is assembled by shooting the 
nails through the glulam and the steel plates with a nailer. Medium-sized 
joints were tested in tension parallel to the grain and the resistance was 
found to be on average 8.35 kN/nail and two steel plates. Production con-
siderations for the joint type revealed that sawing the slots to accommodate 
the steel plates could be a problem and this was further investigated in labo-
ratory tests on full-scale joints.The full-scale tests were performed using the 
theory of statistical experimental design aiming to show tendencies in the 
behaviour rather than performing a parameter study. The specimens were 
designed without eccentricities in the joint. The results showed that buck-
ling tendencies of the steel plates must be suppressed and based on that a 
design of the full-scale joint was proposed. Tension perpendicular to the 
grain in the joint was qualitatively studied and the results showed that the 



occurrence of a compressive force close to the tensile force does not affect 
the resistance in tension perpendicular to the grain for this joint design. 
Using the proposed design of the full-scale joint this failure mode will not 
affect the resistance of the truss. 

The glulam truss was optimised with respect to material cost to investi-
gate the competitiveness on the Swedish market. First order theory was used 
assuming linearly elastic material. The rotational capacity of the joints was 
included in the analysis.Together with estimates for the production cost of a 
joint, the results showed that a glulam truss using this connection type would 
have a production cost of approximately 19,200 SEK/truss.The market must 
judge the competitiveness of this price, but steel trusses have a production 
cost of about 15,600 SEK/truss while other glulam structural elements range 
from 20,000-33,000 SEK/element. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Designing a structural component should be regarded as the design of a 
system.The functional requirements set upon a structural system are several. 
Not only should the structure have sufficient resistance, it should also be easy 
to produce and durable not to mention cost-effective regarding investment 
and maintenance. At times requirements are also set on the aesthetics of the 
structure and the environmental impact of the materials. The fulfilment of 
the functional requirements is today the responsibility of several different 
designers. The architect produces the conceptual design, which is verified 
for resistance by the structural designer. The contractor is seldom involved in 
any of these activities, but enters the arena once the structure is about to be 
built. The major part of the costs involved in building a structure arises 
during the construction phase. Nevertheless, nearly all decisions (depending 
on the contract form) that determine this cost to any larger extent are made 
without the active participation of the contractor.This means that the archi-
tect, the structural designer and the client set the boundary conditions for 
the contractors work. The contractor and material suppliers have very little 
impact on the design work although experiences from construction might 
reduce costs substantially. Through the eyes of the client, it is a mistake not to 
utilise the possibility to obtain a lower total cost by incorporating the knowl-
edge of the contractor. This is the core of this licentiate thesis. 

1.2 Purpose 

The overall aim of this licentiate thesis is to apply a systems engineering 
method when designing a structural system, lifting the focus from mere 
resistance considerations to the development of both product and process. 
Concurrent engineering is a subset of systems engineering. In this context, 
both the method used and the structural system itself are objectives for the 
study. The purpose of this work can be divided in a qualitative and a quanti-
tative part: 

• To study the use of concurrent engineering as a method for 
managing the design of specialised structural systems. 
• To develop a glulam truss system and investigate if it can be 
made competitive on the Swedish market. 
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1.3 Method 

This licentiate thesis has double purposes, one qualitative purpose and one 
quantitative purpose. Therefore, widely different methods must be used to 
reach the different purposes. In this section methods for both the qualitative 
purpose and the quantitative purpose are described along with a definition 
of the type of research carried out. It should be noted that the qualitative 
study is not fully comprehensive and therefore the generalisation of the re-
sults is limited to situations resembling the present conditions. 

1.3.1 Methods used in the study of Concurrent Engineering 

The qualitative research in this licentiate thesis has the character of evaluat-
ing research,  Andersson  and  Borgbrant  (1998). The study of Concurrent 
Engineering (CE) has in this licentiate thesis been based on the formation of 
a CE team for the design work. The researcher has taken the role as the 
project manager of the CE team. From a scientific point of view, this can be 
disputed since the researcher affects the phenomenon to be studied. How-
ever, there are some arguments in favour of this situation: 

• CE is not a well-known concept in the building industry in 
Sweden; therefore the number of CE teams actually available for 
studying is very small. Furthermore, the CE team formed in the 
present project consists of members from small and medium-
sized enterprises (SME) and the formation of a CE team in the 
construction industry is not known to the researcher. 
• To be able to study a process the researcher must obtain infor-
mation about the process in some way. The present study con-
cerns the study of a design process and who receives all infor-
mation in a design process? The project manager. It is important 
to note here that decision-making in a CE team is based on 
consensus, which more clearly means that decisions has never 
been made by the researcher herself and thus the design process 
has functioned as would be expected from a CE team. 

The evaluation of the CE team and its work has been performed through a 
detailed description of how the process progressed and identification of key 
impacts from the CE team on the design work. Identifying which parts of 
the design process that were most affected by the CE team can contribute to 
the conclusions about the CE design process.Analysis of the CE process was 
performed by a comparison with expected results/processes found in the 
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theoretic basis of the CE method. No comparative study has been performed 
with a design process different from CE. This is clearly a weakness in the 
study of a process. For any generalisation of the results from the study of the 
CE process, it is highly recommended that careful thought be given the 
actual conditions. Since the researcher had "hands-on" experience with the 
process no special enquiries or case studies were performed, which would 
normally be the case in a qualitative study. 

1.3.2 Methods used in the design project 

The research in the quantitative part of the study can be seen as testing 
research,  Andersson  and  Borgbrant  (1998). It can also be defined as applied 
research, since the application to industry is much emphasised through-out 
the entire licentiate thesis. 

Literature has been studied within the areas of systems engineering, con-
current engineering, optimisation, theory ofjoints in timber structures, tim-
ber as a material and industrial production methods. Three series of labora-
tory experiments have been performed to contribute to the quantitative 
basis of the research. Laboratory testing was performed on timber joints.The 
joints were identified by the CE team as the crucial part in the structure, 
affecting structural resistance and production economy. The first series of 
experiments aims at establishing a crude production process and the second 
series gives the structural resistance for the joint through testing of true 
replicates of the joint. The third series of experiments studies the influence 
of different production methods on the structural capacity through the us-
age of statistical experimental design. The last series was designed to show 
tendencies rather than an explicit values parameter study. With the founda-
tion in the experiments, finite element  (FE)  modelling was used to validate 
the structural system. Deeper descriptions of the methods are given in con-
nection with the presentation of the application. 

The licentiate thesis itself follows the CE method and systems engineer-
ing (SE) considerations in its layout and therefore an overview of the design 
method can be found both in the table of contents and section 1.5. 

1.4 Limitations 

The members of the CE team are all representatives of small enterprises. 
This might make it easier to make design decisions when working in the CE 
team, since it is easy to overview the effect on the own company. Large 
enterprises with a hierarchy of executives might be tougher in negotiations 
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and have more doubts about liability issues. As mentioned, no comparative 
study of design work using another method was performed. Therefore the 
conclusions drawn on concurrent engineering as a method of cooperation 
should be extrapolated to other situations with care. 

The structural system is a very special structure with a specific purpose — 
a glulam truss system. The potential markets are industrial buildings, sport 
arenas and commercial buildings with a span of 18-24 m.The market analy-
sis performed by the CE team must be regarded as valid for this particular 
moment in time and might be inaccurate for another situation. 

The trusses designed in this work have all their members made of glulam. 
Trusses combining steel and wooden members are not considered. 

Experimental work has been carried out on one joint type only, nails 
with slotted-in steel plates. The efficiency in resistance and production for 
other joint types has been estimated from theories presented in literature.  

FE  modelling has been performed according to first order theory, with 
special attention made to the rotational capacity of the joints. In the  FE  
model, the material properties for the nails and the timber are modelled as 
isotropic and linearly elastic. 

1.5 Disposition and scope 

Much of the work in this licentiate thesis is focused on the design of the 
glulam truss system. There are many requirements and methods that affect 
the design of structural systems. In figure 1.1 the most probable topics are 
presented in a graphic display, which aims to sum up the sometimes widely 
separated areas to be covered for a complete SE design. 

The quantitative purpose of the licentiate thesis is posed in the inner-
most circle, the pith of the stem. The next annual ring contains functional 
requirements to be fulfilled when designing the glulam truss. The second 
annual ring contains methods that are used to fulfil the functional require-
ments for the quantitative objective.The third annual ring represents theory 
from different sciences needed to fulfil the quantitative purpose. The qualita-
tive purpose, that is the CE method, is pictured as a spiral touching different 
areas of knowledge and requirements on its way. 

1.5.1 Concurrent engineering 

If the architect, the structural designer, the manufacturer and the contractor 
worked together on the conceptual design, the structure would most cer-
tainly be more efficiently produced than when the different disciplines work 
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Figure 1.1 	Conceptual layout of licentiate thesis. 

isolated from each other. This is a fact that was discovered in the beginning 
of the nineties and first introduced in the mechanical industry.The problems 
in the mechanical industry were very similar to the situation in the con-
struction industry, apart from the fact that in construction the different par-
ties represent different companies instead of different divisions. Concurrent 
engineering rests on the foundation of the CE team, a group of specialists 
from every discipline in the product development chain. The design work 
very clearly shifts focus from the calculation of product properties to the 
interaction between design and production.The product emerging from the 
CE team is a system that produces a product. The viewpoint that the CE 
team designs a system rather than a product is supported by the theories of 
systems engineering. CE can be seen as a subset of SE.The basis of concur-
rent and systems engineering are covered in chapter two. This chapter de-
scribes the environment around the path in figure 1.1. The later part of 
chapter two contributes to the qualitative research through a description of 
the CE process in the present project. 
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1.5.2 Conceptual design 

The most important task for the CE team is to perform the conceptual 
design.The decisions made early in the design process have most impact on 
the final cost. The most experienced designer normally produces the best 
conceptual design since she also has sufficient knowledge of the related ac-
tivities such as production and maintenance. The CE approach brings to-
gether the expertise to one group resulting in a faster experience transfer to 
other members of the team. Identifying the design process as a decision-
making process anchors the thought of establishing options for every deci-
sion to be made. Having a large amount of expertise within the group, the 
number of options increases and also the probability to produce a good 
solution. The conceptual design of glulam trusses is described in chapter 
three. 

1.5.3 Detailing 

Once the first conceptual design is established the detailing can commence. 
During this phase production is an important issue and possible solutions are 
iterated through to find the optimal solution. During detailing the small 
components that build up a system are validated separately. Detailing is de-
scribed in chapter four. 

1.5.4 Production considerations 

The production of the system is integrated with conceptual design and de-
tailing. Production considerations are of major importance in CE and it is 
sometimes called design for buildability in the construction industry. Differ-
ent from the traditional design process, the production methods are estab-
lished once production is started. Production considerations are described in 
chapter five. 

1.5.5 Validation 

After the system has been designed and the production process along with it, 
the system must be validated either by testing or by modelling. Since the 
systems produced are complex and large e.g. full-scale glulam trusses, it is 
seldom possible to test the systems in practice before production. Therefore 
computer modelling and simulation is extensively used for system valida-
tion. Computer modelling can cover e.g. production simulations, durability 
issues or capacity considerations. In this licentiate thesis the system is vali- 
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dated against the functional requirements with a  FE  model. System valida-
tion is performed in chapter six. 

1.5.6 Discussion and conclusion 

In this licentiate thesis CE has been used as a working method. The method 
itself has also been studied. Reflections on the method and the results are 
discussed in chapter seven and results, as such, are presented in the last part of 
chapter seven together with proposals for further research. 

1.6 Nomenclature 

A 	 Area 	 m2  

C 	 Cost function 	 SEK 
D 	 Ductility 	 m/m  
E Elastic modulus 	 Pa 
I 	 Moment of inertia 	 m4  

ko 	 Rotational stiffness of joint 	 Nm/rad  
kf 	 Translational stiffness of joint 	 N/m  
K Stiffness matrix 
L Length 	 m  
R 	 Resistance 
S 	 Load actions, solicitation  
d 	 Diameter 	 Inin  
e 	 Distance, spacing 	 m 
f 	 Strength 	 Pa 
In 	 Number of spans  
n 	 Number of nails 
noe 	 Number of experiments  
p 	 Number of experimental factors  

P 	 Density 	 kg/m3  
s 	 Standard deviation 
t 	 Thickness 	 In 
w 	 Moisture content 	 % 

Indices 

a 	 Angular 
a 	 Acting  
c 	 Compression  
d 	 Design value 
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k 	 Characteristic value 
Flexural  

p 	 Polar 
Tension 
Ultimate 
Shear  

y 	 Yield 

Abbreviations 

BKR 	 Boverkets  konstruktionsregler,  the Swedish building 
code 

CE 	 Concurrent Engineering 
DP 	 Design Parameter 
FORM 	First Order Reliability Method  
FR 	 Functional Requirement 
LT 	 Limträhandboken, handbook for the design of glularn 

structures 
LVL 	 Laminated Veneer Lumber 
MNC 	 Multiple Nail Connector 
NSSP 	 Nails with Slotted-in Steel Plates 
SE 	 Systems Engineering 
SME 	 Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 
SORM 	Second Order Reliability Method 

Definitions 

Erection cost 

Production cost 

Material cost 

Ductile 
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all costs involved in erecting a building e.g. bracing 
during erection, assembly of joints, labour cost etc. 
all costs during industrial production of a product, 
e.g. internal transportation and labour costs. Mate  
rial  costs not included. 
the cost for the material needed to produce the prod 
uct e.g. glulam, nails, steel plates. 
failure mode experiencing a considerable amount 
of post-peak deformation before ultimate failure 



2 Systems engineering 
The first purpose of this licentiate thesis is to study the use of concurrent 
engineering (CE) as a design method for the design of structural systems. 
Therefore the CE method must be described and its relation to the scope of 
this licentiate thesis clarified. As CE is a method to manage systems engi-
neering (SE) design there is also a need to describe SE in order to identify 
the applicability of the method for the research in this licentiate thesis. 

Systems engineering is a discipline, which describes the link between 
several methods used in the design of a system. Referring to figure 1.1, SE 
provides an explanation to why the particular knowledge, methods and re-
quirements are needed and how they should interact to reach the quantita-
tive goal. It provides a holistic approach to the design of engineering systems. 
Systems engineering unites knowledge from the engineering disciplines, 
optimisation, economics and statistics.The role of a systems engineer is to be 
able to extract information from the experts involved and create knowledge 
of how requirements from the different disciplines affect the choice of the 
optimal solution. It is thus a tool to avoid sub-optimisation. In the following 
the basic concept of SE is described and the application to the present project 
is identified. 

Engineering design is often thought of as a problem solving process — 
given a state of nature, predict other states of nature by solving the problem. 
But it could also be described as a decision-making process — given a desire, 
decide how to allocate resources to fulfil the desire, The distinction between 
problem solving and decision-making is proposed by Hazelrigg (1996).This 
alternative viewpoint shifts the focus from problem solving to problem de-
scription, an essential constituent in SE according to Chapman et al. (1992) 
and Veenvliet (1999). Problem solving can clearly be distinguished from de-
cision-making when analysing a design situation. Consider the design of a 
roof structure under certain prerequisites. Solving the problem means giving 
a solution to the roof structure, period. Deciding what roof structure to use 
means that alternatives to different roof structures must be present and they 
must be associated with e.g. a cost to be able to decide which structure is 
more suitable. Decision-making requires more information than problem 
solving. To make a decision one must have options to consider, an expecta-
tion of possible outcomes and a value for every outcome to be able to order 
them. All decisions involve some kind of uncertainty. The options to con-
sider in a design are all associated with a probability of succeeding to fulfil 
the design criteria.This probability can be regarded as a quantitative measure 
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of information, proposed both by Suh (1990) and Hazelrigg (1996). With 
perfect information bad decisions would never be made. Better decisions 
can however be made if other options become available. 

The discussion about information and decision-making can be used for 
one definition of applied research: 

Research that seeks to improve information, that is, to improve the abil-
ity to make choices in decision-making, Hazelrigg (1996). 

The research in this licentiate thesis can by this definition be identified as 
applied research. The mentioned discussion also leads to one definition of 
SE: 

Systems Engineering is the treatment of engineering design as a deci-
sion-making process. 

This definition can be expanded with the insights that engineering design is 
a multidisciplinary activity 

SE is a way to approach engineering design from a holistic viewpoint. 
Hazelrigg (1996) expresses the opinion that the design process should not be 
commenced with the formulation of functional requirements.These require-
ments can be seen as constraints on the system design and they impose 
restrictions on the free mind of the designer. However, when designing for a 
market that is very demanding on low cost, the free mind of the designer has 
a very limited option space.Therefore it must, in such a case, be important to 
define the functional requirements at an early stage so that unrealistic de-
signs can be discarded before they have generated substantial costs, Suh (1990). 
Veenvliet (1999) supports this opinion and identifies seven essential ele-
ments of SE: 

• Systematic separation between requirements and solutions, also 
supported by Suh (1990) 
• Consideration of the total life-cycle in identifying the require-
ments 
• Consideration of the total system for the identification and 
allocation of requirements 
• Hierarchical decomposition and integration of requirements 
and solutions, see also Suh (1990) 
• Phased process for step-wise addition of detail and step-wise 
decision making 
• Explicit verification of solutions with respect to requirements 
• Control process to reduce the risk involved 
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Chapman et al. (1992) supply a description of what tasks a systems engineer 
should perform; they translate the customer's business needs into system 
requirements, evaluate alternative designs, design and evaluate prototypes, 
specify system testing, decompose functions into sub-functions, allocate sub-
functions to physical components, analyse performance and are involved in 
maintenance and operation.This description is almost to the letter a descrip-
tion of the processes in this licentiate thesis. 

2.1 Modelling of structural systems 

When working with complex systems it is seldom possible to perform test-
ing on the entire system, especially not during the conceptual design phase. 
In systems engineering it is therefore important to use models of different 
types. The questions to be answered by modelling a design are several: 

• Will the system work? 
• Which of two systems is better? 
• Is the system understood properly? 

The modelling of structural systems can be performed with several methods. 
One very comprehensive model of timber structures is found in the Swedish 
building code BKR (1999). Structural systems has for many decades been 
modelled with analytical models, which still is the core knowledge for a 
structural engineer, e.g. Popov (1990).With the development of computers, 
the analytical models were made less cumbersome to handle, but new meth-
ods also arouse. The  FE  method, which is an approximate method for solv-
ing differential equations, is widely used in structural engineering; see e.g. 
Ottosen and  Petersson  (1992).The displacement method, which is the basics 
of the  FE  method, is comprehensively described in Bell (1987). The meth-
ods described in Bell (1987) are possible to use in hand-calculations, but for 
efficiency computers are recommended. 

Since decision-making processes rely on the concept of information cap-
turing the probability of success, modelling of systems ought to take into 
account the uncertainty of the data (e.g. loads and material properties) en-
tered in the model. An entire research area is devoted to this kind of model-
ling in the design of structures, namely reliability of structures. Reliability is 
an important field of research especially for timber structures due to the 
large natural variation of the material properties. The most common meth-
ods for performing probabilistic modelling are FORM and SORM (First 
and Second Order Reliability Method respectively), e.g. Ditlevsen and Madsen 
(1996). BKR (1999) is based on FORM, but the probabilistic modelling has 
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been replaced by deterministic modelling based on conclusions drawn from 
probabilistic theory. Another method for performing this kind of modelling 
is Monte Carlo modelling, which has been used on ti,ber structures for 
example by  Hansson  and Thelandersson (1999) based on wood characterisa-
tion testing performed by  Isaksson  (1999). 

Turning to the problem at hand, the modelling of a truss and its joints has 
been done using deterministic values in this work. This is a clear drawback 
for this kind of structure since a truss is a redundant system with supposedly 
high reliability, Bertero and Bertero (1999). Furthermore, the timber mate-
rial in itself has high variability and it has been shown that the resistance of 
a truss is higher when taking into account the probability of obtaining the 
highest bending moment in a zone where the wood is weak,  Hansson  and 
Thelandersson (1999). If the truss is designed so that the weakest links are 
the joints, the failure mode will be ductile when loaded in bending provided 
the joints are ductile.Therefore, the structure will have high safety due to the 
expected post-peak capacity In BKR (1999) the type of structure or failure 
is not taken into account and therefore a simple beam will have the same 
level of safety as a truss, although their behaviour at failure in bending might 
differ substantially. Note that to take advantage of the post-peak capacity the 
roofing system must be designed as to be able to distribute loads from one 
main load-bearing component to another. The modelling with determinis-
tic values in this licentiate thesis is partly justified by the need for compari-
son with existing structural systems, which are designed according to BKR 
(1999). 

In this work modelling is performed as a  FE  model using the computer 
software  Matlab  to validate the resistance of the structure.An analytical model 
can be used, but since the structure is statically indeterminate it will never-
theless result in matrix algebra, which is best performed by computers. The  
FE  model is further used in an optimisation process to determine which of 
two conceptual designs is the better, based on material costs. The under-
standing of the system is validated throughout the entire process. The mod-
elling of the system is described in chapter 6. 

2.2 Optimisation 

The concept of uncertainty is one of the main topics considered in SE. 
Optimisation is even closer related to SE. Decision-making was defined in 
the beginning of chapter 2 as making choices from sets of options in order to 
obtain the most desired outcomes.This is precisely the process of optimisation. 
Three ingredients are involved in decision-making: options, expectations 
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and values. These are the precise constituents in an optimisation problem, 
Haftka et al. (1991): options are represented by variables allowed to vary, 
expectations are formulated as constraint equations and values derive from 
the objective function. When considering different conceptual designs the 
optimisation process must be repeated for all designs to provide a complete 
set of options for decision-making, Hazelrigg (1996). This has been per-
formed in chapter 3. 

Optimisation has been used as a tool for the design of the structural 
system at hand. A more thorough description of the optimisation of trusses 
can be found in chapter 6. The optimisation makes use of deterministic 
values as described in section 2.1. 

2.3 Microeconomics, utility theory and forecasting 

When designing a system each option is given a value during the decision-
making process. In microeconomics the set of values, e.g. cost, against which 
the system will be judged is defined. For every system these conditions have 
their base in human wants and needs.When designing for very specific mar-
kets this set of values can be extracted from a market analysis, see section 3.1. 

Utility theory is used to arithmetically express how people order differ-
ent choices after preference. It has a meaning for choices that are impossible 
to express in terms of money. For example it could be useful when assessing 
esthetical values of a design. Utility theory can be used when assessing hu-
man wants and needs for use in a probabilistic code format as proposed by 
Ditlevsen (1996). The formulation of the utility function for the specific 
market addressed here is beyond the scope of this work. Formulating a utility 
function is thought to work better when addressing questions of safety. For 
the utility function to contribute to the design process here-in it should 
describe preferences in terms of esthetical values and cost. Since the utility 
function cannot be formulated for a whole market, Hazelrigg (1996), it will 
not be explicitly stated in this licentiate thesis. A crude, engineering ap-
proach to beauty is however suggested in appendix A. 

Forecasting is the process of predicting how the design will function in 
the future. In timber structures this is a research area in itself— durability of 
timber structures, Thörnqvist (1990). In the building code the behaviour of 
the design during its lifetime is ensured through the use of partial safety 
factors taking into account the variations in moisture content, load levels 
and the degradation variation in the material properties. This approach is 
based on forecasting techniques using statistical considerations as proposed 
in SE. Since the structural elements here-in are designed according to the 
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building code, the durability of the structure is implicitly accounted for. 

2.4 Management of engineering systems design 

SE is a methodology linking together other methods. As such, the success of 
a systems design is dependent upon the broadness of the approach.The more 
factors affecting the design that is accounted for in the conceptual design, 
the more sustainable the design will be to changes as the product develops. 
Attracting several areas of expertise already in the conceptual design has 
many advantages. One organisational method of accomplishing this is CE. 
This approach has been used in the mechanical industry for several years and 
is of interest as a working method even in the building sector. 

The basic concept of CE is the formation of multidisciplinary teams.The 
approach has been used in this project. In the project beginning a team was 
formed constituting members from different disciplines in the construction 
industry, further described in section 2.6. 

Traditionally in the construction industry, the design process is very frag-
mented and performed in a sequential manner, see figure 2.1. 

A sequential design process distributes work to remotely based, non-
interacting individuals, needs excessive management control and often needs 
several iterations to make a decision, Bhuta et al. (1999). CE on the other 
hand, shortens the development time by forcing different stages of the de-
sign process to concur, see figure 2.1. This working method is used in the 
design of industrial buildings, but seldom otherwise in construction industry. 
Comparing the number of design changes in a CE design process and a 
traditional design process leads to the diagram in figure 2.2. 

Already in the conceptual design issues in production are considered 
thereby eliminating expensive design iterations later on.The CE process was 
developed with clear goals of quality and effectiveness in naind.According to 
Bhuta et al. (1999) CE can be seen as a way to design for buildability, since 
manufacturing issues are considered already in the conceptual design phase. 
The downside of CE is that it involves a certain risk. If the CE process is 
followed through a construction project, it means that some of the detailing 
is still under development while the construction process design already has 
commenced. The sequential design process in figure 2.1 provides finalised 
documents before the construction phase, at least in theory. Another disad-
vantage is that CE require more people to work together at the same time 
making it resource demanding. There is also a need for education about the 
process itself if CE should be applied in an industry where the concept is not 
well known, Veenvliet (1999). However, if the questions of compensation 
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Figure 2.1 	Difference between traditional design process and CE design process. 

and liability are solved this could be a future way to streamline the building 
industry 
CE will work if three components are present: co-operation, information 
technology and process thinking, Salomone (1995). The emphasis of the 
research made so far within CE lies on information technology see e.g. 
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Figure 2.2 	The number of design changes for different design processes after Chapman et al. 

(1992). 
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Svanerudh (1997) and Duke (1997), but efforts have also been made in 
organisation theory, Prasad (1997) and Bhuta et al. (1999). The results show 
that the construction industry could benefit from adopting this working 
concept and break down the fragmented structure of today. The CE process 
also promotes process thinking which is a major idea when working with 
quality issues, Bergman and Klefsjö (1994). Many construction firms are 
already working with quality topics and have therefore a base to take off 
from. Bhuta et al. (1999) finally identifies the need for a strong project man-
ager in the CE process. This was not present in the original formulation of 
CE, but emerges from a comparison between CE and Project Management 
in the U.S.A. 

The CE process lifts the issues of detailing and production formerly 
down-stream in the design process to be of importance already in the con-
ceptual design. As the questions around manufacturing arise earlier in the 
process, the result of the CE process is that not only the product itself is 
designed but also the manufacturing process to produce the product. This is 
exactly the essence of SE and CE can be regarded as a subset of SE, Chapman 
et al. (1992). 

2.5 Axiomatic design 

When performing design work, the CE process is mainly an organisational 
tool, providing the conditions necessary for high quality designs to be pro-
duced. But the design work itself can still be conducted in several ways 
despite the organisational framework. One method of approaching the de-
sign work is through axiomatic design, Suh (1990). Axiomatic design is ap-
pealing to an engineer since the design work can be expressed mathemati-
cally. According to Suh (1990) the design work follows two design axioms, 
which are considered the "natural laws" of design. 

• Maintain the independency of the functional requirements 
• Minimise the information content 

The functional requirements (FRs) on the design are structured in a hierar-
chical tree structure and the designer should work through the requirements 
top-down, assigning design parameters (DPs) to every  FR  along the way. 
This way of structuring the requirements on the design leads to a very well 
defined problem description, which is seldom the case in construction, 
Veenvliet (1999). During the design work the FRs are assigned one DP each 
when working through the hierarchy. This leads to a constant iteration be-
tween the  FR  domain and the DP domain. After assigning DPs to one level, 
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the FRs for the lower level are formulated. The functional requirements are 
according to Suh related to the design parameters through a mathematical 
expression referred to as the design equation.  

[FR]  = [Al[DP1 	 (2.1)  
FR  and DP are vectors containing the functional requirements and the de-
sign parameters respectively. The matrix A is called the design matrix and it 
relates the functional requirements to the design parameters.The appearance 
of matrix A decides if the FRs are coupled or not.A coupled design contains 
more information than an uncoupled design and is therefore less desirable 
when comparing two design options. If the design is uncoupled the design 
matrix will only have elements along the main diagonal. An example of an 
uncoupled design is a Swiss army knife, where every tool is given a separate 
design and where the design of one tool does not severely affect the design 
of another tool. In construction it is rare to find uncoupled designs, since 
structural elements often are used for several purposes. 

The mathematical formulation of axiomatic design has been strongly 
criticised by Dimarogonas (1993), stating that the character of the design 
matrix A has nothing to do with the design itself. Suh defines the coeffi-
cients in the design matrix as 

A 
aFR. 

— 	 
aDP 

This is the derivative with respect to the design parameter of the function 
defining the measure of the FRs e.g. the resistance of a beam. Dimarogonas 
states that the coefficients in matrix A depend only on the definition of the 
coordinate system, and A can be diagonalised by simple transformations. 
Dimarogonas concludes that the mathematical formulation of Suh's first axiom 
is not valid and instead turns to Taguchi's principle of quality engineering, 
Bergman and Klefsjö (1994). Based on these expressed doubts the math-
ematical formulation of Suh's axioms has not been used in this work. The 
hierarchical structure of the functional requirements is still believed to be an 
important tool in conceptual design, despite the reluctant attitude of Hazelrigg 
(1996). 

2.6 Description of the CE process in this licentiate 
thesis 

This section describes the CE process followed in this licentiate thesis and 
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identifies the key impacts the usage of this method has had on the design 
work. 

2.6.1 The CE team 

When this research and development project started, the CE team was formed 
from companies having a mutual interest in the success of the design project. 
The members in the CE team belong to different disciplines in the building 
industry. One member from each company was invited, so that the compe-
tence in the CE team was in equilibrium. A short presentation of the com-
panies and their competencies follows. 

• Architect,  Sven-Erik  Pohjanen  Arkitektkontor  AB,  Luleå.  This 
architect firm works with public buildings e.g. schools as their 
main market. Working with public clients, which often have a 
limited economy has created a spirit to search for eloquent solu-
tions yet non-expensive. The architect is involved in the design 
of the system here in, but can also be of guidance in specific 
building projects later on since he has knowledge about the limi-
tations of the system. 
• Manufacturer of glulam,  Ljungan Trä  AB. This glulam producer 
situated in mid Sweden started production in 1998. Straight 
glulam beams of good quality are produced in one of the finest 
areas in Sweden for forestry As a newcomer on the market the 
company seeks a profile for marketing and an increase in pro-
duction volumes and therefore they are interested in this project. 
• Specialised glulam contractor,  Svensk  HallteknikAB.With more 
than thirty years of experience of building single storey long 
span buildings this firm knows what goes and what does not. 
The competence in this firm regarding production and erection 
methods is nowhere else to be found in Sweden. The interest in 
this project is to develop the market segment with a new prod-
uct aiming at gaining market shares from the dominating steel 
structures. 
• The researcher, Lulea University ofTechnology.With a special 
interest for the design of timber structures, the researcher has 
functioned as the project manager for the CE team. Bhuta et al. 
(1999) identifies the need for a strong project manager and the 
researcher is considered to be strong enough. 

As sub-contractors to the team, manufacturers of nails  (Nordisk Kartro  AB) 
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and steel plates (Permascand AB, Ljungaverk) have functioned. Both these 
are mainly interested in increasing their production volumes to obtain higher 
profit, but have also shown interests in diversifying their product stock to 
meet any demands from this project. All parties of the CE team are Swedish 
SME's. The concept of CE was first developed to break down the structure 
within large companies and not many studies have been performed on a CE 
concept applied between companies. 

2.6.2 CE process description 

The CE process in the design work has not been studied using a case study 
as is common when performing evaluating research,Andersson and  Borgbrant  
(1998). This is due to the fact that the researcher as the project manager is 
situated in the middle of the flow of all information needed about the proc-
ess.To join the process can be a doubtful method, since the researcher inter-
feres with the phenomenon to be studied. Keeping in mind that SE and CE 
are decision-making processes raises the question; how are decisions made 
within the team? The answer is that they are made with consensus, meaning 
that at least three out of four members must agree upon the decision. Thus 
placing the researcher, as the project manager does not mean that she makes 
all the decisions, it rather means that she is the one gathering all the opinions 
and information. During work in this CE team all members have continued 
their engagement in their companies and thus work has been performed on 
geographically different sites.The CE process relies upon functioning infor-
mation flow between the participants and this has been one of the tasks for 
the project manager. 

Before entering the process the FRs were established using the ideas 
from axiomatic design. This is described in chapter 3. The FRs were a sup-
port tool to the design process during the entire process. The CE process 
itself can be described through the flow chart in figure 2.3 where the differ-
ent steps in Concept, Detailing and Production are described.  

Cl  .The architect and the structural engineer identified that hid-
den joints are the most suitable solution regarding the FRs for 
aesthetics and fire performance. The many intersecting lines in 
the topology of a glulam truss could be disturbed by external 
steel plates at the joints, thus ruining the beautiful impression. 
Already from the outset it was clear that the joining system is the 
main success factor for a glulam truss.A system comparison with 
other structural systems showed that glulam trusses can be made 
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Figure 2.3 	Flow chart of CE process in the present design work 

competitive. 
Dl.The contractor advised that the most cost-effective fasteners 
are nails. Gluing is ruled out due to a brittle failure and the need 
for special equipment in production, dowels and bolts require 
precision-work and are therefore thought to be less cost-effec-
tive. 
Pl.The identification of customary tools as a success factor for a 
cost-effective product is done by the glulam producer. 
C2. The first iteration in the CE process leads to the establish-
ment of the joint system; nails with slotted-in steel plates. This 
joining system is hidden (C1), uses nails (D1) and can suppos-
edly be assembled using customary tools (P1). The topology of 
the truss is taken as the most efficient for load carrying despite 
issues about aesthetics. These questions are left to future work 
with the aim to reach buildability in the first place. 
D2. The CE team decided upon a joint system verification 
through simple production concept tests (section 4.1).These labo-
ratory tests confirmed the assumptions in C2, but also raised the 
question of production of the slots to accommodate the steel 
plates and queries for longer nails and another nailer. 
P2.The production method for the slots is identified as a major 
impact factor for the success of the design project. A more suit-
able nailer is found based on observations in D2. Furthermore, 
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contact is established with a sub-contractor to the CE team  
(Nordisk Kartro  AB) who helped finding suitable nails for the 
joint type. 
D3.The detailing of the small joint is finalised by choosing suit-
able nails and steel plates. With suitable nails and nailer, labora-
tory tests of true replicates of the joint type were performed 
(section 4.2). The results showed that the joint type is feasible 
and the CE team decided upon that efforts must be made to 
find an industrial production process for the truss.The joint type 
is compared to other existing joints and found to be competi-
tive. 
P3.The industrial production process was investigated further in 
a bachelor thesis by  Hedström  (2000). He found explicit solu-
tions to all parts of the production process except for the pro-
duction of the slots. As a result from his work, three production 
methods for the slots were suggested. 
D4.The three different production processes have an impact on 
the structural behaviour of the truss. Therefore, full-scale tests 
are initiated by the CE team to explore the effect on the struc-
tural system (chapter 5). Contact was established with the sec-
ond sub-contractor to the team, Permascand AB, which pro-
duced the steel plates.Two production methods remain after the 
laboratory tests. 
P4. Development and testing ofproduction methods at the glulam 
manufacturer. (This was not performed for various reasons) 
D5. The impact on the structural resistance from the two pro-
duction processes is investigated in a validation of the structural 
systems through optimisation (chapter 6). 
P5. The CE team decides about the production method (not 
performed, but recommendations are made in chapter 7). 
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3 Conceptual Design 

3.1 Market analysis 

To contribute to the knowledge base for decisions in conceptual design a 
market analysis is performed. The conclusions and facts recovered in the 
following are valid for a relatively short period of time (a few years) in 
relation to the expected lifetime of a structure. 

The investments in buildings in Sweden are about 80,000 MSEK every 
year. Special types of buildings are arenas, sports halls and storage buildings. 
They are too large to be built with the techniques used in domestic build-
ings and the demands on the structure are not as severe as those posed on 
civil engineering structures. This type of single storey long span buildings, is 
a very specialised segment of the Swedish building market. About 1000 ob-
jects of this type are built in Sweden every year, Linnsen (2000).When meas-
uring in monetary units the market is worth about 1000 MSEK, taking into 
account the cost for the load bearing structure only Of these about 1000 
buildings 5 % are built using glulam, while steel structures dominate the 
market. Several structural systems of steel exist and they are very optimal 
leading to a low cost for the client. Single storey long span buildings in 
Sweden are stabilised by diaphragm action or diagonal bracing in the roof 
structure and diagonal bracing in the walls. 

The typical Swedish client values a low cost as the highest priority con-
cerning most single storey long span buildings, Linnsen (2000). Despite this 
fact several clients have expressed a wish for more esthetical structures, since 
in most of the single storey long span buildings the structure is visible. Steel 
structures are regarded as engineering structures creating a cold and harsh 
atmosphere, Affentranger (1998).Timber structures on the other hand bring 
warmth and speak to the roots of many Scandinavians. Thus timber struc-
tures should have an advantage when marketing the structural system. Still 
the clients' main preference will be the cost and therefore the question is: 

Is it possible to design a structural system in glulam that can compete 
with existing steel systems looking at the cost that will have esthetical 
advantages as to attract the market? 

The expression "can compete" does not necessarily mean that the price for 
a glulam system must be lower than for a steel system, but the price cannot 
be so high that the clients are unwilling to pay for the improved aesthetics. 
The limit for this is not possible to estimate because of the diversity of clients 
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acting on this market. A hint of the cost levels can be extracted from section 
3.3.1 

When analysing the market further, it is evident that the most favourable 
steel structures are steel trusses supported by rolled columns. A truss is easily 
optimised and adjusted for different conditions. A truss is also easily prefab-
ricated and transported to the construction site for assembly. No complete 
glulam truss system exists on the Swedish market today. 

Single storey long span buildings are a broad group covering buildings of 
many sizes.The largest volumes of this particular building type have a span of 
18-24 m, hosting e.g. tennis arenas and storage buildings. Smaller single sto-
rey long span buildings are most economically built with simple beams or 
wood trusses with punched metal plate fasteners. Larger single storey long 
span buildings, with a span of say 35-45 m, hosting e.g. ice hockey arenas are 
most economically built with a pre-stressed tied girder of glulam completed 
with ties of steel, figure 3.4. Even larger single storey long span buildings, 
that span more than 50 m are best suited for glulam arches. The market 
segment identified for a glulam truss system is therefore single storey long 
span buildings with a span of 18-24 m. 

The concept of prefabrication is an important factor for success of a new 
structural system in this market segment. Not only does prefabrication lead 
to lower costs for craftsman-ship and better working conditions for the per-
sonnel, it also enhances the marketing advantages since the customer is of-
fered a complete and optimised system. Furthermore, the manufacturer has 
complete control of the manufacturing process and can therefore guarantee 
a certain delivery time. This kind of offer is one of the advantages for steel 
trusses today and it is a very successful concept that can be the competitive 
edge for a glulam system. 

3.2 Aesthetic aspects of wood 

3.2.1 Wood as a material 

A building of wood creates a feeling of warmth, safety and confidence, as no 
other material can match. Especially for Scandinavians, wood is a material 
that speaks to our roots and we are unknowingly confident with the way 
wood works, Affentranger (1998). Steel and concrete are regarded more as 
engineering materials, which can be manipulated by man in a different man-
ner than wood. For the common man wood is easily accessible and work-
able. The broad usage of wood as a material for everyone can be a threat 
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against the acceptance of wood as an engineering material suitable for more 
challenging structures than small residential buildings. During the past 100 
years, steel and concrete have replaced wood as a structural material in Scan
dinavia. The last years increasing focus on environmental issues has brought 
wood back as an engineering material. The invention of glulam in the late 
19'h century, produced in Scandinavia for almost 100 years, has enabled the 
design of large timber structures. In the northern parts of Europe, there is a 
large interest for old building techniques, Lundberg (1971).Thus, Scandinavian 
architecture in wood often is inspired by old structures. Buildings with this 
feature are often well accepted by the public e.g. the Viking Ship in Hamar 
built for the 1994 Olympics in Lillehammer. The task to design a wooden 
structure for single storey long span buildings could clearly benefit from a 
study of old timber structures in the search for design concepts useful in an 
engineering environment. 

Figure 3.1 
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Examples oj details from old timber structures compared to new. 
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In the upper pair in figure 3.1 the roof structure of  Urnes  church, Norway is 
shown to the left. Looking at the support, one can very clearly see that the 
support is designed to carry compression. Furthermore, the timber members 
meet in an eloquent way showing no evidence of fasteners to the viewer. 
Comparing with upper right picture, which is the support of one of the 
arches of the Viking ship in  Hamar,  the very same features are found but 
performed with new technology. The only difference is the hinge, but this 
can be taken as a proof that the understanding of how a structure works is 
larger today. 

The lower pair in figure 3.1 shows the roof structure of Garde church, 
Sweden.A diagonal embracing the chord with a fork supports the top chord 
in the truss. Apart from being a beautiful connection this shows that the 
designer knew that this joint worked in compression. A detail like this could 
be transformed to a glulam structure, shown in the lower right of figure 3.1. 
This example from  Johansson  (1998) shows a fork support of a glulam truss. 
The fork support does not only provide an improved esthetical impression, 
it also facilitates erection of the building by providing lateral supports for the 
truss. 

3.2.2 Structures of timber 

When wood is used for structural purposes, visible structural elements are 
regarded as positive as long as the appearance is clean, Holgate (1994). Holgate 
further argues that wood is a visually powerful material and a complete 
enclosure could be seen as oppressive. Timber structures are joined together 
with steel components and the appearance of the steel components severely 
affects the impression of the structure. In older timber structures joints were 
always hidden and internal, Lundberg (1971). This approach creates a sense 
of mystery and curiosity around the joint, since it is not obvious how the 
joint is created. The use of steel components in timber structures was a rare 
event. However, joints made entirely of wood itself can seldom be used to 
transfer any larger forces and therefore we are referred to the use of steel 
components in modern timber structures. 

Another visual approach to the joint is to emphasise the existence of a 
joint and clearly expose its design to the viewer.The later approach could be 
suitable for larger timber structures, say 50 m and longer, where the joining 
elements need to be larger in size e.g. bolts can be used.When designing for 
a span of 18-24 m as in this case, preliminary calculations show that the 
joining elements do not need to be that large e.g. nails or small dowels can 
be used. In a structure located about 6 m above floor level, these connectors 
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are barely visible and therefore they are easier to hide than to expose. For 
trusses in domestic buildings, nail plates are extensively used. They are as-
sembled on the outer side of the joint and they tend to brake the lines in the 
truss destroying the rhythm of the structural appearance.The visual compat-
ibility between wood and steel has been discussed by Holgate (1994). The 
conclusion was that it is a difficult question since the sizes of the structural 
components differ substantially between wood and steel.The small steel com-
ponents seem to be out of proportion compared to the wooden elements if 
exposed. Based on these observations the joining system chosen in this project 
should be hidden from an esthetical point of view. 

When designing a truss the topology of the truss has a large effect on the 
resistance. But the topology also has a large effect on the esthetical values of 
the truss itself. A typical layout of a truss is shown in figure 3.2. 

2 
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Figure 3.2 	Typical layout of truss. 

As seen in figure 3.2, a truss typically consists of an upper chord, a lower 
chord and a set of diagonals. This type of structure carries load through 
tension and compression mainly. Trusses in older timber structures were of-
ten made of elements with large dimensions, spanning typically 6-10 m and 
were constructed with few diagonals. Therefore no common ground exists 
regarding this kind of structure — the market does not have any master vision 
about the appearance of a large truss, as is the case with a log cabin found in 
the woods. 

The arrangement of the diagonals and the pitch of the roof affect the 
total resistance the most. When using many diagonals as in figure 3.2, the 
human mind would prefer if they were symmetrically and regularly arranged 
since to many directions seem to disturb the impression, Pohjanen (1998) 
and Holgate (1994).This observation leads to the assessment of several topolo-
gies when optimising the truss system. The topologies were assessed by the 
CE team's architect Pohjanen (1998), disregarding their ability to carry load 
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and the results showed that the question of topology should be approached 
from two directions — resistance and visual appearance. Finding a topology 
satisfying both requirements could be possible, but approaching the problem 
from different directions can lead to the satisfaction of a larger segment of 
the market. Clients emphasising beauty can be made one kind of offer which 
differs from the offer made to clients more concerned about cost. In this 
work only one type of topology has been used and it has been a topology 
well suited for carrying the load. If this structure is seen to be feasible the 
work can continue with other topologies. 

3.3 Application of conceptual design 

The conceptual design of a system substantially affects the total cost. Initial 
design decisions determine 80 % of the system cost, Chapman et al (1992). It 
is also important to notice that the earlier in the design process the decision 
is taken, the easier it is to change because the decision has not generated any 
noticeable cost. CE is a method to bring decisions particularly about manu-
facturing to an earlier point in the design process. As mentioned in section 
2.4, using the CE concept in conceptual design is similar to design for 
buildability, Bhuta et al. (1999).The heaviest effort from the CE team should 
be on the conceptual design, as to produce a design, which is consistent to 
design changes throughout the design process.The conceptual design should 
emerge from the market analysis and the demands identified from this analy-
sis. Referring to the market analysis in section 3.1 some information is known: 

• Steel trusses are competitive structural components in single 
storey long span buildings 
• Glulam truss structures are not prefabricated today 
• The largest amount of single storey long span buildings is built 
with a span of 18-24 m. 

To establish an overview of the possible alternatives for the design of the 
main load-bearing component in a single storey long span building, a system 
comparison is performed based on material and extra erection cost. 

3.3.1 Systems comparison 

In SE one of the main points is to provide options for the designer accom-
panied by values to facilitate the decision process. The proposed conceptual 
design must therefore be considered as an option to already existing designs. 
A system comparison is performed based on existing structural systems used 
today in Sweden for single storey long span buildings. This process can also 
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be called competitive benchmarking, Chapman et al. (1992).The systems are 
compared based on cost comprising material cost and special erection cost. 
Erection costs have been estimated by the CE team based on thirty years of 
experience in building glulam structures.The assembly cost is included since 
some of the systems are easier to handle on site (prefabricated). Other sys-
tems suffer from large assembly costs e.g. a tied glulam rafter. It would be 
unfair to compare these systems based on material cost only since the assem-
bly cost might constitute a large part of the total cost. Production costs for 
glulam is inherent in the material cost for glulam since the price taken is a 
market price, 4,500 SEK/m3.Where steel components are a crucial part of 
the structure they have been included in the material cost with a price of 
10.50 SEK/kg. The structural systems considered in the comparison are: 

• Straight glulam beam 
• Glulam pitched beam 
• Curved glulam beam 
• Tied glulam rafter, three hinges 
• Tied glulam rafter, prestressed 
• Steel truss 
• Glulam truss 

Simple drawings of each type are shown in figure 3.4.A reference load case, 
relevant for the market addressed was chosen, figure 3.3:  

q =" 15.6 k.N.rm, e= 6 m 

L = 24 m 

Figure 3.3 	Reference load case in comparison of structural systems. 

The structure is supposedly situated in mid Sweden, with a snow load of 2.0 
kN/m2  and the structure is placed in indoor climate. Calculations are per-
formed following BKR (1999) and LT (1995). For every structural compo-
nent the minimum cost is sought by varying the dimensions of the cross 
section under the restriction of satisfying the basic design equation  R  > S. 
This follows the re-optimisation procedure proposed by Hazelrigg (1996) 
described in section 2.2. 

Using a rough model of a truss employed in previous work,  Johansson  
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Figure 3.4 	Sketches of the different structural systems. 

(1998), the material cost for the glulam was calculated to 17,500 SEK/truss. 
The material and production cost for the joints was estimated to 2,000  SEK  
for all the joints in the truss (11 joints). 

The results are presented in table 3.1. The material and production cost 
for steel trusses was taken from  Eriksson  (2000), since the CE team was not 
able to estimate production costs for these kinds of structures. This price is 
the production cost for the steel truss plus the material cost. Nor transporta-
tion is included, neither fire protection. 

The steel and glulam truss has not been given any value for extra erec-
tion cost.This does not mean that this cost does not exist; it has just not been 
included since some erection costs are equal for all systems. All the solid 
beams have an extra erection cost of 800  SEK.  This is caused by the size of 
the glulam beam.A high beam catches wind more easily than e.g. a truss and 
therefore a solid beam needs more bracing during assembly The tied rafters 
have high extra erection costs caused by the need to assemble ties and joints 
on site. The pre-stressed rafter needs extra bracing during erection. Table 3.1 
shows that based on the sum of the material cost and the extra erection cost 
a steel truss should be chosen. 

If the values in table 3.1 are seen as a measure of the acceptance on the 
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Table 3.1 	Comparison of structural systems, prices in  SEK.  

Structure Material cost 
Extra erection 

cost 
Sum 

Straight beam 29,260 800 30,060 

Pitched beam 22,850 800 23,650 

Curved beam 31,840 800 32,640 

Tied rafter, three hinges 17,300 2,400 19,700 

Tied rafter, pre-stressed 15,500 4,800 20,300 

Steel truss - 15,600 

Timber truss 19,500 19,500 

market for a particular structure, the proposed conceptual design by the CE 
team is almost competitive. The preliminary calculations on the truss re-
ported in table 3.1 are far from optimal, using a very simplified  FE  model 
with crude joint modelling very similar to the model proposed by LT (1995). 
The detailing of the truss is further continued in chapter 4 and a more 
refined optimisation is presented in chapter 6. 

3.3.2 Axiomatic design 

Having confirmed that a glulam truss can have a position on the market 
addressed, the design process is continued with the establishment of the 
functional requirements and the associated design parameters using the con-
cept from axiomatic design described in section 2.5. 

The aim of the design work is to produce a glulam truss, which is stated 
as FRO.The overall functional requirements of FR1: Safety, FR2: Beauty and 
FR3: Buildability are common requirements for all structures, but they are 
seldom expressed explicitly. It is rare in the context of single storey long span 
buildings to state beauty as an FR.To put beauty as an  FR  can be regarded as 
trying to make engineering of art, but since this could be of major impor-
tance in marketing it must somehow be incorporated. 

Having stated FR1: Safety, FR2: Beauty and FR3: Buildability, these three 
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Figure 3.5 	Functional requirements and design parameters of truss formulated as in axiomatic 

design. 

requirements should have DPs assigned to them before continuing to the 
next lower level. This is not performed here explicitly, that is the design 
process is not focused on finding DPs for the FRs stated. Instead the FRs are 
used as a starting point for the design work and then continues to be goal for 
the qualities found in different design situations along the way. Therefore, 
only a qualitative reasoning about the DP domain is done in this section. 

FR1: Safety is believed to be fulfilled if BKR (1999) is fulfilled. The 
beauty of a truss is strongly coupled to its topology, Pohjanen (1998) and 
therefore the topology is coupled to DP2. Since CE also is referred to as 
design for buildability, Bhuta et al. (1999), the CE process can be used to 
fulfil DP3. 

On the lower level the FRs are refined and become more specific. The 
glulam truss sought should have high ductility, FR1.1, to provide for high 
safety Ductile structures are commonly regarded as safer than structures suf-
fering from a brittle failure. The reasoning is then that a ductile failure is a 
slower process than a sudden, brittle failure and therefore there is time to 
react upon a ductile failure. This factor is not considered in today's building 
code other than arbitrarily on the material level. If the truss is designed to 
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Figure 3.6 Nails with slotted-in steel plates. 

have its weakest part in the joints, it depends on the joint type whether or 
not the truss is ductile. Nails are very ductile connectors and fulfil FR1.1, 
therefore a nailed joint is proposed to fulfil FR1.1. 

Since the market addressed is price sensitive it is important that the struc-
ture is as optimal as possible regarding resistance, FR1.2, since this has a 
bearing on the material cost. To optimise a truss is a simple task if the mem-
bers need not be joined together. Finding an optimal joint system is maybe 
the most challenging task for the CE team. Given that nails are desirable a 
joint new to the Swedish market is proposed, see figure 3.6. The joint type 
was derived with the high resistance of dowels with slotted-in steel plates in 
mind, simply replacing dowels with nails, see further chapter 4. 

Good fire performance is not always required in single storey long span 
buildings.Wood as a material does have an advantage to steel in this matter, 
since steel structures must be protected in one way or another to achieve 
sufficient fire protection. Attention must be paid to detailing in the wooden 

structure, since these components are 
made of steel. FR1.3 points to a solu-
tion with hidden joints. The nailed 
joint with slotted-in steel plates fulfils 
FR1.3. 

Since the topology of the truss is 
dependent on the way of joining the 
different members of the truss, FR2.1 
is posed as appealing joints. Using nails 
with slotted-in steel plates should pro-
duce a joint that is barely visible from 
a few meters distance. 

The market analysis showed that 
clients are very price sensitive. Thus, 
requirements must be set on the total 
economy of the structure and FR3.1-
3.3 are related to this topic. Mainte-
nance of timber structures is seldom a 
problem in single storey long span 
buildings since they are located in a 
protected environment with stable 
conditions regarding moisture varia-
tions. FR3.1 is in this case thought to 
be fulfilled  by choosing a timber struc- 
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ture,  with the reservation for possible changing climate conditions in the 
building. FR3.3 is posed to minimise the erection cost and, as seen in the 
system comparison in section 3.3.1, the most favourable method to achieve 
FR3.3 is by prefabrication. The only constraint when it comes to prefabri-
cation is transportation. The limit for the length of a structural element 
considering transportation on Swedish roads is 30 m, posing no problem in 
this case but can be a constraint if longer spans are considered. 

FR3.2 is posed to design a system with low production costs. Glulam in 
itself has a well-established production process and the main idea is to com-
plement the existing industrial production with a final step to assemble a 
truss.Therefore it is important to choose standard equipment and if possible 
already existing tools and methods to minimise investment costs.The use of 
standard equipment is also supported by Suh (1990). Considering the pro-
duction of the joints, they are assumed to be produced with a standard nailer 
and nails together with common steel plates.The joint type is further inves-
tigated in chapter 4. 

As already pointed out in section 2.5, the FRs in figure 3.2 are coupled. 
Many of them are even coupled with several others. This is not seen as a 
problem but rather as a challenge for the CE team. The mathematical for-
mulation of axiomatic design is not pursued and therefore the search for a 
more uncoupled design is not of major interest. 

As in many design situations, all these requirements were not taken into 
account when the original idea was presented. This is another strength of 
axiomatic design — a design can at first be the solution only to some of the 
FRs, but to be an alternative to existing designs it must fulfil all FRs. Axi-
omatic design therefore functions as a filter for an inexperienced engineer 
or member of a CE team, avoiding designs which are not feasible. 
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4 	Detailing and production 
In the conceptual design of chapter 3 a nailed joint with slotted-in steel 
plates was proposed. This is a joint type never used in Sweden before, but a 
very similar system is patented in Germany, Greimbau (1979). This chapter 
establishes the resistance for nails with slotted-in steel plates (NSSP) through 
laboratory tests and compares the resistance with existing joining systems. 
Furthermore, aspects of production of this joint type are discussed. 

A very similar joining system - dowels with slotted-in steel plates, has 
been studied by several researchers e.g. Mischler (1998) and Blass et al. (1999). 
This system has a high resistance and has been used for large span structures 
in timber, e.g. figure 3.4. 

For the market segment addressed here-in, this kind ofjoint system might 
be too sophisticated since the production costs are possibly too heavy, re-
quiring precision work and special equipment when drilling for the dowels. 
Therefore the idea of shooting nails right through the slotted-in steel plates 
was proposed by  Bernt  Johansson  and Lars Stehn,  Luleå  University of Tech-
nology, see figure 3.6. 

Dowel-type fasteners are widely used in timber construction. Johansen 
(1949) developed a theory for the calculation of the resistance of one dowel 
by treating it as a beam forming plastic hinges and requiring equilibrium 
between the applied force and the embedment stresses in the timber, see 
figure 4.1. 

Failure modes can be distinguished from one another by the amount of 
plastic hinges formed in the dowel. In mode I failures no plastic hinges are 
developed, in mode II failures one plastic hinge and in mode III failures two 
plastic hinges develop. Formulas for the calculation of resistances for the 
different failure modes can be found in EC5 (1998).When replacing one or 
more of the timber members in the joint with steel plates it has the effect 
that the plastic hinge forms where the steel plate is placed since the steel 
plate forms a more severe restraint condition for the dowel than the wood 
does. This increases the resistance. There is a difference between thick and 
thin steel plates in the ability of providing a clamped support for the dowel. 
Thin steel plates are defined as those having a thickness less than half the 
dowel diameter, EC5 (1998). If thin steel plates are used one cannot assume 
that a plastic hinge forms at the steel plate and therefore a lower resistance is 
obtained than for thick steel plates. However, if the thin steel plate is placed 
internally in the joint, symmetry of the load case will force the formation of 
plastic hinges to the steel plates and in that case the steel plate can be re- 
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Figure 4.1 	Failure modes for dowel type fasteners in timber to timber joints, Hilson (1995). 

garded as thick when calculating the resistance.The resistance for dowel type 
fasteners with slotted-in steel plates is calculated as in equation (4.1).  
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The theory for dowel type fasteners assumes a perfect fit between the wood 
and the dowel. This is difficult to obtain in an industrial production using 
dowels that need pre-drilling and it has been shown that production  toler- 
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ances have an impact on the final capacity, Mischler (1998). Johansen's theory 
for dowel type fasteners cannot predict brittle failure modes such as shear-
plug failure or splitting of the wood since it only describes the local behav-
iour of the interface between dowel and wood. To prevent brittle failure 
modes rules for spacing and end distances are given in the codes BK_R (1999) 
and EC5 (1998). 

In the present proposal of a glulam truss the main idea is to avoid preci-
sion work by using nails instead of dowels, which points to a good solution 
for FR3.2. Structures with a span of 18-24 m carry loads that are possible to 
transfer by using nails. Since a nail does not carry a large load in absolute 
value, the concentrated stresses acting on the wood are smaller in absolute 
value compared to larger fasteners.A description of the concentrated stresses 
caused by a dowel as in figure 4.1 can be found in  Siem  (1999).The slender-
ness of the nail also produces a supposedly more ductile joint compared to 
using fasteners with larger diameter, which is positive for the solution of 
FR1.1. Slenderness is defined as t,/d by Racher (1995), see figure 4.2. 

I 2 

z 

Figure 4.2 	Influence of the slenderness ratio on the load-slip behaviour of a joint with dowel-

type fasteners, Racher (1995). 

Ductility is a measure for the deformation capacity after reaching the maxi-
mum load. Bazant et al. (1999) define ductility as the ratio between the 
displacement at final failure and the displacement at yielding. Final failure is 
reached when a post-peak load drop of 20 % is obtained, prEN 12512, or 
when the load-slip envelope experiences a vertical tangent, Bazant et al. 
(1999). 
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Despite the many advantages of using nails, there is also one drawback — 
since nails do not have a large resistance per fastener, many nails have to be 
used to transfer large forces. For example, a force of 400 kN requires 280 
nails when using annually ringed shank nails,  d  = 4 mm, and nail plates. The 
amount of nails clearly affects the production cost, but it also has a conse-
quence for the resistance of the timber member. If a nailed joint is made "too 
long" in the direction parallel to the force and the grain, shear-plug failure 
will occur, i.e. a block of wood is teared out from the member, see figure 4.3. 

Figure 4.3 	Example of shear-plug failure, Kevarinmäki (1995). 

The measurement "too long" has been defined by e.g. Kangas and Vesa (1998) 
to approximately 250 mm.  Burstrand  and Salmonsson (1996) determined 
this length to 400 mm. Since shear-plug failure is a brittle failure mode 
nailed joints must be designed so that brittle failure does not occur. There-
fore, the shorter length of the two results is chosen. Now, taking this conclu-
sion to the application of a truss means that if a nailed joint in a truss is 
longer than 250 mm the width of the cross section must be enlarged to 
accommodate the nails. For the total economy of the truss, this is not a good 
solution since the largest cost in a truss is the glulam material.This argumen-
tation shows that the resistance of the single nail has a large impact on overall 
economy of the truss system. If the resistance of the nail in the joint is high, 
the joint will be area efficient and carries a higher load before the restric-
tions for shear-plug failure is reached. 

Since this joint type has never been produced in Sweden before, no 
production process has been established. In essence, every part of the joint 
system of figure 3.6 must be investigated to establish boundary conditions 
for the performance of this joint type. To be able to draw any conclusions, 
laboratory test series must be performed. 
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Production consideration is a very important strategy following the con-
cept of CE. All test series can be seen as an iteration step between detailing 
and manufacturing in the CE process, see figure 2.1. The main question to 
be answered by the test series is not: What resistance can be obtained using 
this system? It is rather: What resistance can be obtained under certain pro-
duction conditions? 

Three test series have been performed in the order they are presented: 

• Production concept tests, section 4.1.Answering the very sim-
ple question: Is this possible at all? 
• Resistance tests, section 4.2.What is the behaviour of this joint 
type? What is the resistance? 
• Production and resistance full-scale tests, section 5.2.What pro-
duction concept is best suitable for full-scale joints? How does 
this affect the resistance? 

Altogether, these experiments form the base for an industrial production of 
this joint type. In cases where the tests do not provide an explicit solution to 
a problem, they give information to be considered in an industrial applica-
tion. 

4.1 Production concept tests 

Preliminary tests were performed on nailed joints with slotted-in steel plates 
(NSSP). The primary goal was to establish a manufacturing process FR3.2 
and the secondary to roughly determine a resistance FR1.2.These tests aim 
to verify the conceptual design in chapter 3. 

Medium sized joints in glulam (spruce) were tested in tension parallel to 
the grain. The glulam was of Swedish strength class L40. The cross section 
was 80  x  315 mm2. 

The NSSP connections were tested in a series comprising three speci-
mens with 24 smooth round steel nails (76  x  3.8 in2). A pneumatic nailer 
was used for nailing. The nail spacing was 5d perpendicular to the grain and 
10d parallel to the grain. The nails were shot through the connection from 
one side only. Two steel plates  2-mm  thick were used.The connections were 
tested in tension parallel to the grain in a test set-up similar to figure 4.4. 
Results are presented in table 4.1. 

The observed failure modes were in all cases nail withdrawal or shear-
plug failure. Withdrawal of the nails was primarily caused by two facts; the 
short nails (76 mm) leaving only 4.5d anchoring length and shooting the 
nails from one side only. In further investigations it was concluded that a 
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Table 4.1 	Test results for preliminary tests. 

Specimen no. 
Maximum load 

[kN] 
Resistance 

[kNinail] 

1 136 5.67 

2 164 6.83 

3 176 7.33 

longer nail must be used and the nails should be shot from two sides alter-
nating. However, it is possible that shooting the nails from one side only is a 
better production method since the truss need not be flipped during nailing. 
This could be possible if longer nails become available, so the thickness of 
the glulam can be increased as to achieve more anchoring length for the nail. 

A closer investigation of the production process identified that the pres-
sure for the pneumatic nailer can be set to maximum 10 bars, due to the 
maximum allowed pressure of the compressor at the glulam producer. This 
defines the boundary conditions for the nail and the steel plate thickness. 
The steel grades tested were S275JR. and S355N. None of them caused any 
problems during manufacturing and S355N (with a yield strength of 355 
MPa) is preferred since it has a larger resistance. Three different steel plate 
thicknesses were tested; 1, 2 and 3 mm. The maximum thickness was found 
to be 2 mm since this type of nailer could not push the nails through two  3-
mm  thick plates. Even steel plates of  2-mm  thickness were difficult to pro-
trude and therefore it was decided that a heavier nailer should be used in the 
next test series. The nails were found to cause splitting of the wood during 
manufacturing when they were placed 15d from the outer edges. This oc-
curs probably due to the impact between nail and steel plate during nailing. 
The edge distance was increased from 15d to 20d in the next test series. 

Two different nail types were also tested, one profiled nail of ordinary 
steel quality  (Kartro  100  x  3.7 mm2) and one smooth round hardened nail 
(Savania 97  x  3.7 mm2). The ordinary nail was to soft to push through the 
steel plate and therefore efforts were made to harden the nail tip. The tip 
hardening increased the hardness of the tip so that 50 % of the nails passed 
the steel plates. Due to the varying steel quality of the ordinary nails, the 
hardening process was difficult to control and the hardened steel nail is pre-
ferred despite its higher price. The final production issue considered is the 
production of the slots for the steel plates. Due to the very small thickness of 
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the steel plates in combination with the expected height of the beam (say 
500 mm) this is identified as an area that needs further investigation, see 
section 4.4.As a conclusion, hardened steel nails are preferred for this type of 
connection combined with  2-mm  steel plates of grade S355N. All equip-
ment and material used are off the shelf products and should therefore not 
cause any major extra costs even though this is a new connection type. 

4.2 Resistance tests 

The preliminary production tests were followed by a series of tests aimed to 
determine the resistance in tension parallel to grain. Medium size joints in 
glulam (spruce) were tested according to figure 4.4. The joint consisted of 
two steel plates 2 mm thick in 2.2 mm slots with smooth round steel nails,  d  

3.7 mm and length 97 mm driven through the wood and the steel plates 
with a pneumatic nailer of type HN500A from  Nordisk Kartro  AB. 

The investigation comprised one series of fifteen specimens with 10 
nails in each specimen. The nail pattern shown in figure 4.4 was chosen to 
avoid shear plug failure and end distance effects identified in section 4.1.The 
timber member cross section was 90  x  180 mrn2  from glulam of strength 
class L40. The steel plates were 2  x  180  x  400 mm3  S355N. 

The specimens were tested in a moisture condition resembling actual 
manufacturing conditions for the joints, which means that the glulam was 
taken directly from the manufacturing plant, the joints were assembled and 
then tested. The tests were conducted according to ISO 6891 (disregarding 
the conditioning requirements as mentioned) with a time to failure between 
8 and 15 minutes. The servo hydraulic testing machine was a DARTEC 
system with a maximum load of 600 kN and a maximum error of 1 % of 
measured maximum load. During the tests displacements were measured by 
displacement transducers (LVDT, 0 - 50 mm,Vishay) placed centrally in the 
joint region, see figure 4.3. Data was sampled with a frequency of 2 Hz.Test 
results are shown in table 4.2. 

The density and the moisture content of the wood were determined 
according to ISO 3131 and ISO 3130 respectively. Measurements were made 
on four samples from each of the joints, one sample from each lamella, a 
grand total of 48 samples. The size of the samples were 40  x  40  x  40 mm3. 
Only the conventional density was determined along with the moisture 
content at the moment the joints were tested, see table 4.2. The yield mo-
ment of the nails was determined according to EN 409.The sample size was 
20 nails. The yield moment was determined to 18.7  Nm  with a standard 
deviation of only 0.335 Nm.The yield moment tests were performed by Mr. 
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Figure 4.4 	Specimens for testing tension parallel to the grain. 

Rainer Görlacher and his staff at the University of Karlsruhe, Germany. This 
is a very high value for nails and the standard deviation is low. This yield 
moment corresponds to  fyk  = 2200 MPa for the steel nails through the ex-
pression,  Siem  (1999): 
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4.2.1 Results and analysis 

Table 4.2 presents the resistance and deformation values for the test series 
where F.  [kN/nail] is the maximum load and u.  is the corresponding defor-
mation.The final displacement  uf  is defined as the displacement where split-
ting in the wood occurs, which also is the moment when a vertical tangent 
arises in the load-displacement envelope proposed by Bazant et al. (1999). In 
all specimens yielding of the nails occurred prior to/at splitting and thus  Uf >  

u«  Load-displacement curves are shown in figure 4.5. The deformation val-
ues in table 4.2 are the average from the two displacement transducers. Den-
sity and moisture content is taken as the average of values from four speci-
mens. The distance from pith was evaluated by averaging values within the 
nail region.The annual ring width was about 1.5 mm.A section through the 
glulam is shown in appendix I. 

The behaviour of the joint is ductile according to figure 4.5, showing a 
large post-peak displacement of the joint. Bazant et al. (1999) define ductil- 
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Figure 4.5 	Load-displacement curves from the tests.  

ity  as the ratio uf/uy  In table 4.2 the values reported are taken as the defor-
mation at splitting of the wood, that is stability loss. The displacement uy  is 
associated with the point where the embedding strength is evaluated.Taking 
these definitions of  uf  and u and calculating the ductility uf/u gives an  

Y 	 Y  

average value of  D  = 20. Comparing with ductility values reported in  Rucher  
(1995) where  D  > 6 is considered a ductile joint experiencing mode III 
failure, the joint type herein is very ductile despite the observed mode II 
failure. The scatter of the results is quite low when looking qualitatively at 
the curves in figure 4.5. This is confirmed when studying the results further 
in table 4.2. 

Specimen no. 1 was not loaded according to ISO 6891, but was loaded 
by a linearly increasing load ramp of 3 mm/min. Therefore this specimen is 
to be regarded as an exploratory experiment. Specimen no. 8 had just passed 
the ultimate load when a power cut ended the experiment. Specimen no. 4 
must also be disregarded since the specimen was severely damaged by the 
nailer during manufacturing of the joint. 
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Table 4.2 	Test results in tension parallel to the grain, observe that resistance is given in kN/ 

nail, which corresponds to two steel plates or four shear planes.. 

No.  
Resistance 
[kNinail] 

Density 
[kg/m1 

u 
Y  

[mm] 
u . 

[mm] 
uf  

[mm] 
Moisture 

content[%] 

1 8.84 

2 8.99 403 0.54 4.2 15 11 

3 8.34 418 0.36 5.2 5.6 11 

4 9.97 441 0.31 8.3 9.9 11 

5 8.41 426 0.42 2.2 5.0 11 

6 8.35 434 0.34 5.8 6.5 10 

7 8.52 421 0.32 5.3 8.8 10 

8 8.43 - - - 

9 7.95 440 0.26 3.3 5.0 11 

10 8.43 410 0.34 3.8 5.8 10 

11 8.17 444 0.35 3.7 6.4 11 

12 7.64 424 0.40 5.5 7.2 11 

13 8.22 411 0.31 4.1 5.4 10 

14 8.08 421 0.42 6.2 12 11 

15 9.15 421 0.42 9.4 12 11 

Mean 8.35 426 0.34 4.9 7.9 11 

s 0.41 30 0.07 1.8 3.3 0.5 

The data were treated statistically with linear regression to examine the 
supposed relationship between density - resistance and between pith dis-
tances - resistance. None of these relationships were found to be significant 
on the 5% significance level.This is probably due to the fact that these joints 
were produced with the aim to be as similar as possible and thus the result is 
that density, pith distance and resistance does not vary enough to produce 
any tendencies in the relationships. 
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Figure 4.6 	Crack propagation and failure mode. 

   

The final failure was defined as splitting of the wood member. This fail-
ure does generally not concur with maximum load but occurs just after 
reaching the maximum load. Generally the crack propagated from one of 
the outer nails and occurred in the timber section the nail first passed through 
during manufacturing, see figure 4.6. 

As seen in figure 4.6 the failure was in mode II, Hilson (1995). The 
photo was taken after a displacement of 30 mrn.At this moment the rotation 
angle is 20° for all parts of the nail except the upper right in figure 4.6 where 
the rotation angle is 45°. None of the specimens experienced shear plug 
failure since the size of the joint was too small. 
The relatively high resistance per nail, on average 8.35 kN per nail per two 
steel plates can be explained by two factors; an outstanding nail quality, M = 
18.7  Nm  and a crater effect caused by the nail-steel plate impact. The steel 
plate affects the resistance for the NSSP in two ways. Firstly, the steel plate 
provides a support for the nail enabling the formation of a plastic hinge in 
the nail. Secondly, the steel plate is deformed to a crater when the nail is shot 
through the steel plate, see figure 4.7.This crater possibly enhances the resist-
ance by creating a larger friction between the steel plate and the wood. The 
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Figure 4.7 Crater in the steel plate 

created during nailing. 

effect of the crater can be compared to 
the use of toothed-plate connectors, but 
the height of the protrusion is typically 
only 15-25 % compared to a toothed-plate 
connector.A theoretical verification of the 
effect of the crater has not been performed. 
Effects of the manufacturing precision of 
slot contra steel plate, tolerances etc. must 
be incorporated in such a study. 

Comparing the results with theoreti-
cal values, equations 4.1 can be combined 
in a manner proposed by Hartl (1995). 
Similar calculations are performed in ap-
pendix  B.  Inserting the measured Myk  -= 
18.7  Nm  and using the estimation for the 
embedding strength from EC5 (1998) 

gives  Ry  -= 8.39 kN/nail and two steel plates. The laboratory tests and the 
theory corresponds well. Furthermore, theory predicts failure mode I in the 
central part of the connection and failure mode II in the outer parts. These 
failure modes were observed in figure 4.6. 

For design purposes the test result was recalculated to a characteristic 
value using DGP (1994). The test results are first corrected for the actual 
density and moisture content and thereafter the characteristic value is ob-
tained as the 5 %-fractile of the assumed normal distribution of the test 
results. The standard deviation, s, from table 4.2 is used in combination with  
k,  from DGP (1994).The factor  k,  origins from the normal distribution and 
the usage of 75 % confidence level in the determination of the characteristic 
value.  

R k  =R  — k,s = 6.11 — 2.04  x  0.579 -= 4.93 kN / nail 	(4.2) 

This value has been used as the characteristic value for the resistance of one 
nail in the optimisation in chapter 6. 

4.3 Joint comparison 

Reasoning the same way as in section 3.3, the new joint system must be 
considered as an option to already existing joint systems.An analysis of value 
was performed for different joining systems applicable for trusses. An effi-
ciency measure is established as the value for the different options, taking 
into account resistance (FR.1.2), ductility (FR1 .1), production cost (FR.3.2) 
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and spatial efficiency (FR1.2 + FR3.2). The efficiency measure is assumed 
to reflect the efficiency from a systems point of view, not only a resistance 
consideration. In the comparison the aim is to achieve a ductile failure in 
mode III if possible. The different joint types considered as options are de-
scribed thoroughly with special attention paid to production methods since 
this is of importance in total economy considerations. 

• Dowels with slotted-in steel plates 
• Bolts with and without toothed-plate connectors 
• MNC — multiple nail connectors 
• Nails and plates with pre-punched holes 
• Punched metal plate fastener 
• NSSP 

Split-rings are not considered due to precision grooving for assembly of the 
joint combined with brittle behaviour at failure. The esthetical value (FR2) 
can be estimated by the same reasoning as in appendix A about aesthetics of 
joints in timber structures. As in section 3.3, a reference load case is estab-
lished relevant for a joint in a truss, see figure 4.8. 

The joint considered in the comparison is a joint between the lower 
chord and a diagonal in a truss structure as the one in figure 4.6. The force 
assumed to act in the diagonal is 400 kN.The force in the lower chord (700 
kN) is neglected. Calculations are made according to EC5 (1998) since the 
Swedish code BKR (1999) does not cover all the joint types considered in 
the comparison. In figure 4.6, Au designates the minimum area per fastener 
and 	the corresponding volume.The joint is assumed to be in service class 
2 and load-duration class medium, which corresponds to a value of knind  = 

0.8.The yin  factor is chosen as 1.3 for wood and 1.1 for steel components.To 
carry the force of 400 kN the glulam, of strength class L40, must have a 
dimension of 90  x  315 mm2. Many connection systems benefit from a larger 
thickness than 90 mm and therefore the thickness was allowed to vary be-
tween 90 — 165 mm based on the preliminary optimisation of the truss in 
section 3.3. Splitting of the lower chord caused by tension perpendicular to 
grain is not included in these calculations. Failure modes are designated as in 
Hilson (1995) after Johansen (1949). The calculations can be found in Ap-
pendix  B  and the result in table 4.3. The ductility has been judged using a 
model proposed by Stehn and  Johansson  (2001), equation (4.3): 

De  = X P  
4.1fy  (4.3) 
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vi dth  

Figure 4.8 	Reference load case for joint comparison. 

The efficiency measure mentioned above is used to compare the different 
joint types to each other, equation 4.4: 

Efficiency = 	
R

d
De 

Cost • V 

The volume needed per fastener,V, is used as a measure for required space 
instead of the conventional area per fastener, A. This is to incorporate the 
effects of the optimal thickness needed for the different connections to reach 
the ductile failure mode III. The cost is estimated by the CE team based on 
30 years of experience in glulam construction and comprises material and 
production costs.The efficiency measure should be interpreted qualitatively. 
A high efficiency value implies that the joint has high resistance, high ductil-
ity, is volume effective and inexpensive. This points to a good solution for  
FRI  and FR3. As seen from table 4.3 any nailed connection or dowels with 
slotted-in steel plates are preferred based on efficiency. Both dowels and 
bolts require precise drilling of the holes as previously mentioned. FR3.2 set 
demands on inexpensive production of the joints; thus precision work is a 
disadvantage. The efficiency measure in table 4.3 incorporates ductility. In 
BKR (1999) high ductility is not valued in any way and no rewards are given 
structures with high ductility. On the other hand high ductility is preferable 
leading to a higher safety of the structure, which is desirable according to 
FR1. A promising way to solve this contradiction is to develop and use 
adapted kniod  and  y.-  factors as proposed in Blass et al. (1999).With an effi-
ciency measure without De  DSSP attains an efficiency value of 2.2 and NSSP 
2.9. FR1 and FR2 both suggest concealed joints leaving out bolted connec- 
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Table 4.3 	Comparison between joining systems. 

Joint type 
11, 

[1N/fast] 
Azi  

[mm2] 
Vij  

[mml 
Cost  

[SEK/fast]  
D  

[m/m]  
Efficiency 

[kN/(fast.SEK] 

DSSP 17.0 670 110 2.00 2.7 0.75 

Bolts 25.6 9800 2650 5.40 2.0 0.01 

Bolts + 
toothed-plate 
connectors 

40.9 1800 490 9.40 <2.0 0.05 

Modified 
MNC 

1.49 400 32 1.50 4.5 0.34 

Nails + plate 
with pre- 
punched holes 

1.43 400 32 1.60 4.5 0.31 

NSSP 3.64 340 31 1.20 1.6 0.50 

tions and external nail plates. As a conclusion the NSSP is a competitive 
solution for the joining system, well worthy of further investigations. 
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5 Production considerations 

5.1 Production methods 

The test series in sections 4.1 and 4.2 are both performed on medium size 
Joints. In both cases the slots accommodating the steel plates were sawn with 
a band saw from the edge of the specimen as shown in figure 5.1 (a). 

(a)  

(b)  

Figure 5.1 	(a) Sawing from the edge = continuous steel plates  

(b)  Sawing from the side = non-continuous steel plates 

An industrial production of full size joints is an entirely different problem. 
Therefore, this has been studied by  Hedström  (2000) in a bachelor thesis 
work. The boundary conditions for the production of the slots are: 
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• Depth about 500 mm which is the size of the largest top or 
bottom chord obtained from the preliminary calculations of the 
glulam truss in section 3.3.1. 
• Width of slot 2.5-3.0 mm to accommodate plates of 2.0 mm 
thickness, which was found in the production concept tests in 
section 4.1.The width of the slots are allowed to vary up to 3.0 
mm because of the tolerances involved in achieving a straight 
cut. 
• Cheap production, preferably with standard equipment, found 
from reasoning about axiomatic design, section 2.5. 

A number of possible production methods was investigated by  Hedström  
(2000).A summary is presented in the following. 

5.1.1 Band saw 

A band saw is a machine already used in the glulam manufacturing process 
and therefore an appealing alternative regarding investment costs. Using a 
band saw requires that the band can run continuously through the material. 
The only feasible possibility is the to cut the members in pieces running 
from joint to joint and making the slots from the edge of the member.This 
is a fast and precise method that gives very high quality cuts, but it has a 
severe consequence on the structural behaviour, see figure 5.3. 

5.1.2 Circular saw 

A circular saw is often used in sawmills to cut logs into beams. A principal 
set-up of a circular saw for this application could be as in figure 5.1  (b).  

The problem with the circular saw is the small width of the slots re-
quired. If sawing from both the top and bottom side of the beam the diam-
eter of the saw blade must be at least 600 mm. Sawing from one side only 
might require an even larger diameter. Allowing the saw blade to be 3 mm 
thick this still produces a very slender component.When running such a saw 
blade unsupported the behaviour is very wobbly and difficult to control. 
This is possible to solve with lateral supports that are pushed away when 
sinking the saw blade into the wood. An example of such lateral supports is 
displayed in figure 5.2. 

The saw blade is stable once it is supported by the wooden material 
according to Silver (2000). Sawing from the top and bottom side of the 
beam should not cause any problems if proper considerations are taken re-
garding the teeth of the saw blade and the speed of the circular saw,  Hedström  
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Figure 5.2 	Lateral supports for the saw blade, principal idea. 

(2000). Different conditions arise for the performance of the saw blade de-
pending on the angle between the grain in the wood and the saw blade.The 
transportation of the saw dust away from the slot should not cause any prob-
lem,  Hedström  (2000). A somewhat different approach is to produce saw 
blades of ordinary steel that are left in the wood and used as the steel plates 
in the connection. The investment costs might be large and no production 
tests have been performed for this alternative. 

5.1.3 Router 

When making slots in wooden joinery for production of e.g. furniture, a 
router is used. In this case the router would have to be 270 mm long with a 
diameter of maximum 3 mm. This device would hardly be stable in the 
lower end of the router and therefore the performance would not be satis-
factory, that is the cuts produced will not be straight. 

5.1.4 Thread 

A thread covered with carbon fibres is used to make fine cuts in materials 
like steel and fibre-reinforced plastic. This method could be used in this 
application but it would require a starting hole to be made by drilling. Un-
fortunately, the cutting speed is small and therefore it is a slow method, no 
better than using a band saw in the same manner. 

5.1.5 Lengthwise divided beam 

It could also be an alternative to slice the beam along the length and lay the 
steel plates between the layers. Dividing the beam is an operation already 
performed at the glulam manufacturing plant when producing glulam beams 
with a width smaller than 90 mm.An appealing alternative would be to, after 
inserting the steel plates, glue the beam together once again. Unfortunately, 
the space in the glulam press does not allow larger widths than 250 mm and 
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this alternative is not feasible without investments in a larger glulam press. 
The slices can also be mechanically joined by nails after inserting the steel 
plates. This could work but the slices will become rather thin, about 30 mm 
for a 90 mm wide beam, leading to a presumably low resistance regarding 
structural stability if in compression. 

5.1.6 Summary of production methods 

As a conclusion of this study three methods to produce the slots remain: 

• circular saw from the side with special arrangements 
• band saw from the end of the beam 
• slicing of the entire beam length-wise. 

The methods proposed leads to two different structural behaviours. Using a 
band saw and cutting the beam in parts has the structural consequence on 
the system shown in figure 5.3. 

Figure 5.3 	Model of structural system when sawing the slots from the end of the beam. 

The apparent effect of the structural system in figure 5.3 is the decrease in 
resistance compared to the more effective and common system of figure 5.4. 

Figure 5.4 
	

Model of structural system when sawing the slots from the side. 
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Still this production method can be an alternative if a lower production cost 
is obtained that counteracts the lower resistance.The impact of the rotational 
capacity of nailed joints in a simple structure is studied in appendix  E.  

Sawing the slots from the side leads to the more efficient structural be-
haviour of figure 5.4. This is can be a more expensive production method 
since development and investments in equipment for making the slots must 
be made. The difference in structural behaviour caused by the two produc-
tion methods is further studied in chapter 6. Since the behaviour of the 
joints using these different production methods is unknown, full-scale tests 
of specimens capturing parts of the production issues are performed. 

5.2 Production and resistance full-scale tests — 
experimental set-up and results 

The resistance parallel to the grain for each nail has been established through 
the experiments in section 4.2. The specimens in section 4.2 were small in 
size and therefore relatively easy to produce. Since the concept of CE fo-
cuses on the development of the production process integrated with the 
design of the structure, a more thorough study of the production of full-
scale joints must be performed to ensure that the resistance found in section 
4.2 can be sustained in full-scale joints. From the CE point of view the 
experiments are needed to qualitatively show the behaviour of the joint in 
full-scale. Furthermore, there is a need to study the effect of different pro-
duction methods on this behaviour.This information should form a base for 
a decision about the final design of the joint and the desired production 
method. 

The focus of these experiments is to show if there is an effect of the 
concurrent actions of compression and tension on the splitting tendencies 
perpendicular to the grain. The main target is not to establish a relationship 
between parameters but to show if there is an effect on the splitting perpen-
dicular to the grain. The experiments can thus be seen as the pre-stage to a 
parameter study or a motive to why a parameter study should or should not 
be performed. It is clear that with a qualitative purpose of the experiments, 
the preciseness and accuracy gained in a parameter study are lost. The results 
can not be stated in a quantitative manner. The full-scale experiments pro-
vide more valuable information to the CE process than they do to the re-
search society in timber engineering. On the other hand, if a parameter 
study had been performed and the results showed that a slightly different 
design is preferred, the quantitative results from the parameter study would 
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be of little use to the CE process. In light of the qualitative goal, a suitable 
method to fulfil the goal with minimum effort is by using statistical experi-
mental design as described in Box, Hunter and Hunter (1978).The purpose 
of the experiments in this section is two-fold: 

• To establish the effect of production process on resistance and 
define boundary conditions for the design of the joint. 
• To evaluate the effect of combined stresses of tension and com-
pression perpendicular to the grain in a truss joint 

5.2.1 Experimental design 

The theory and terminology of statistical experimental design is described 
in appendix  C  with an example from Bergman and Klefsjö (1994). In an 
experimental design different factors are defined as being the main focus for 
the study. The factors are assigned a high and a low level each for a factorial 
(experimental design plan) in two levels, every combination set of high and 
low levels is studied and the response of the output variable is recorded. In 
this case the output variable is the experimentally measured force in the 
tensile diagonalat failure. Using statistical experimental design has the conse-
quence that no specimen in the test series is exactly the same as another.The 
effect of a studied factor is determined with the help of data from all speci-
mens in the test series. Concerns about the large variability in the mechani-
cal wood properties should be damped by the fact that conclusions are drawn 

Figure 5.5 
	

Simulated load case for experimental study. 
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Exploded view of specimens; 

(a) Continuous steel plate.  

(b) Non-continuous steel plate. 

Figure 5.6 

(a)  

(b)  

from averaging 8 response values. The effects are assumed to belong to a 
normal distribution according to the central limit theorem. It does not mat-
ter what distribution the factors studied have, the effects will still be nor-
mally distributed. If a factor does not have any effect it contributes to the 
estimation of the error in the normal distribution of effects. The idea is to 
draw conclusions based on the fact that if a factor affects the response vari-
able it will clearly deviate from the expected normal distribution of effects. 
See appendix  C  for further discussions of the theory of experimental design. 

A typical truss joint is the connection between the top chord and two diago-
nals, one in tension and one in compression, see figure 5.5. This load case 
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simulates simultaneous tension and compression in the joint area. The joints 
are assumed to be designed without eccentrically joined diagonals to avoid 
extra bending moments. Different design concepts for the truss joint can 
also be tested both for production and resistance aspects to fulfil the other 
purpose of the experiments. Having a conceptual design for the specimens 
in the experiment, the factors needed in experimental design of the factorial 
are established: 

• The production method impact on the joint. Two different 
designs are considered; one with  K-shaped continuous steel plates 
and sectioned glulam beams as in figure 5.6 (a).This corresponds 
to producing the slots with a band saw as discussed in section 
5.1.1.The other design has separated steel plates in a continuous 
glulam beam as in figure 5.6 (b).The glulam beam is sliced along 
the length to study the buckling behaviour of the design as men-
tioned in section 5.1. These two production methods capture 
the span between the methods. Using a circular saw would pro-
duce a higher compressive resistance than slicing of the beam 
since the region with unrestrained slender slices is smaller. 
• The angular arrangement of the tensile and compressive diago-
nal. This factor is considered since it produces different condi-
tions for the combination of tension and compression forces in 
the joint region. The set of angles are chosen as common angle 
combinations in trusses of this type, see table 5.1. 15 is about the 
smallest angle found in a 24 m long truss and 60° is expected 
maximum. Most angles in such a truss are about 45°. 
'The placement of the nail group connecting the tensile diago- 

Figure 5.7 
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nal  and the top chord. If this nail group is placed close to the 
loaded edge (bet  is small in figure 5.7), the glulam beam will fail 
in splitting due to tension perpendicular to the grain, e.g. Ehlbeck 
et al. (1992). This failure is very brittle, Ballerini (1999), and is 
not desirable in a connection type aiming to be ductile accord-
ing to FR.1.1: High ductility. The small value of bet  is taken as 
0.3h and the large value as 0.9h  (h  = 0.450 m). Known theories 
of splitting perpendicular to the grain, see appendix  D,  Ehlbeck 
et al. (1989) and van der Put (1990), recommend that bet  should 
not be less than 0.5h. The purpose of these experiments was to 
determine the influence of the compressive diagonal and there-
fore the nail groups connecting the diagonals to the chord must 
be placed widely apart to be able to detect the assumed effect. 
• The placement of the nail group connecting the compressive 
diagonal and the top chord. If there is an effect on the tensile 
strength perpendicular to grain produced by the action of si-
multaneous compressive and tensile forces, the hypothesis is that 
it would be less favourable if the compressive force was applied 
to increase the action of the tensile force as shown in figure 5.7. 
The small value for bec was chosen as 0.35h and the large value 
as 0.55h.These were chosen to accomplish the largest difference 
possible within the geometric constraints of the joint. 

Table 5.1 	High and low levels of the factors considered in the experimental design. 

Factor Low level High level 

A Design 
Continuous steel 

plate 
Non-continuous 

steel plate 

B  
Angular arrangement  

Compressive diagonal 
Tensile diagonal 

15° 
60° 

30° 
45° 

C  
bec  

Compressive diagonal  
0.35h 0.55h 

D  
b 

et  

Tensile diagonal 
0.3h 0.9h 
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Several other factors could have been considered as e.g. the length of the nail 
group for the tensile diagonal or the number of nails in the respective rows. 
These parameters are present in the theory of Ehlbeck et al. (1989), see 
appendix  D.  A longer nail group distributes the load over a larger area and 
increases the resistance. Fewer nails in a row have the same effect. A more 
thorough consideration of these factors showed that in relation to the geo-
metric constraints within the joint tested these parameters were not possible 
to vary enough to produce any substantial variation in the resistance per-
pendicular to the grain. As the number of factors  (p)  considered increases 
with one, the number of experiments (noe) needed doubles since noe = 2. 
Fairly quickly this produces a substantial number of experiments. In statisti-
cal terms the experiments performed herein are described as a full 24-facto-
rial (two levels, four factors). The specimens were manufactured to cover all 
combinations of high and low levels described in table 5.1, which is ex-
pressed in table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 	Design of the 16 specimens in the 24-factorial. 

Specimen  Design Angle 13.., b 
Pr  

i  - .- - 

2 + - - - 
3 - + - _ 
4 + + - - 
5 - - + _ 
6 + - + - 
7 - + + _ 
8 + + + - 
9 _ - - + 
10 + - - + 
11 - + - + 
12 + + - + 
13 - - + + 
14 + - + + 
15 - + + + 
16 + + + + 

5.2.2 Production of specimens 

A typical drawing of a specimen can be found in appendix F, showing the 
placement of the nail groups and the layout of the angles. 
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The production of the specimens reveals several boundary conditions for 
the industrial process to be designed. The joint consists of several parts and 
each should be chosen in an optimal manner aiming at a low total cost, FR3: 
Buildability. 

Glulam  

The glulam (spruce) is of Swedish strength class L40.The cross section of the 
top chord is 90  x  450 mm2  and the cross sections of the diagonals are 90  x  
270 mm2. The glulam was not conditioned to any specific moisture content 
since the production tests required that real assembly conditions were simu-
lated. 

Steel plates 

The steel grade is S275JR with a thickness of 2 mm based on the prelimi-
nary tests in section 4.2. The preferred steel grade would be S355N (section 
4.1) since it has a higher strength, but this is not an off the shelf product 
which increases the price for the experiments. In an industrial process it 
would also be desirable if the steel plates were galvanised as corrosive protec-
tion to fulfil FR.3.1: Maintenance. The galvanisation does not cause any pro-
duction disturbances when shaping the steel plates and galvanised steel can 
be purchased from a company that produces cold-formed lightweight prod-
ucts e.g. Plannja AB. In that case grade S355N would be possible to use. 

Nails 

The nails are 97  x  3.7 mm2, the same nails as used in the experiments in 
section 4.2.The producer of the nails is able to cut the nails as long as needed 
and therefore the possibility to use a larger thickness of the glulam is opened. 
This is desirable since a thickness of 90 mm, as used in these experiments, is 
somewhat too small to avoid possible splitting of the glulam during produc-
tion and regarding the compressive resistance of the sliced beam-ends. The 
constraint on the nail length is set by the capacity of the nailer, which allows 
the nails to be 130 mm long. Before using such a long nail in an industrial 
application production tests must be performed to study if the nail buckles 
when shooting through the joint. 

The nail pattern followed the recommendations in BKR (1999), 5d per-
pendicular to grain and 10d parallel to the grain. The end distance was in-
creased to 20d following the requirements discovered in the previous test 
series in section 4.1. The nails were assembled from two sides to obtain the 
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minimum anchoring length required by BKR (1999). This has the conse
quence that the truss must be turned over during production. If a glulam 

section with a thickness of 140 mm combined with 130 mm long nails is 

used, the anchoring length fulfils the requirements (12d) for nailing from 

one side only. 

Nailer 

The pneumatic nailer is a standard product (HN500A) from Nordisk Kartro 

AB. To perform well in this application the nailer needs to be mounted in a 

manner that ensures that the nails are shot perpendicular to the glulam sur

face at all times. This can be obtained e.g. with the assembly in figure 5.8. 

Such a device can also be made movable, which is necessary when produc
ing trusses up to 24 m long. The pressure for the pneumatic nailer was set to 

approximately 8 bars. 

Figure 5. 8 Assembly for the nailer. 

Slots 

Production of the slots was identified as a key problem to solve in section 
5 .1. For these experiments the slots were produced in two ways as described 

in section 5.2.1 in the determination of factor A. 

5.2.3 Experimental set-up 

The force field to be simulated is the one between the top chord and the 

diagonals of a truss. To isolate the studied phenomenon, no bending stresses 
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are applied. The commonly 
(  J) 

	

	 acting (figure 5.5) bending 
moment caused by the dis-
tributed load on the top 
chord is thus neglected. A 

(LT) 	 theory for the resistance of , 	\ 
tension perpendicular to 
grain in combined bending 
and tension has been pro-
posed by van der Put (1990). 
In the experiments the ten- , 	,  
sile  and compressive forces 
are created by applying a 
compressive force in the top 
chord measuring the reac-
tions in each diagonal. The 

' 
right end of the top chord 

"Ji  

	

	in figure 5.9 is allowed to 
move freely, thus producing 
equilibrium in the joint as in 
figure 5.9. The specimen is 
assembled on low-friction 
sliding supports horizontally 
above the ground.To prevent 
buckling prior to joint fail-
ure lateral supports were pro-
vided along the top chord. 

Figure 5.9 	Experimental set-up for the testing of the 	This is feasible since in real- 
full-scale specimen. 	 ity  puffins or the roofing sup- 

ports the top chord along the compressed edge. Displacements of the joints 
were measured in 8 points on the specimen using transducers (LVDT 0-25 
mm,Vishay). Transducers 5-8 in figure 5.9 measures the movement of the 
specimen relative to the floor and are mainly used as control points to check 
that the movements in the test set-up is not too large.Transducer 9 measures 
the displacement of the nails in the joint in the tensile diagonal. Transducers 
10 and 11 are used for indication of a crack opening and are placed perpen-
dicular to the last row of nails in the tensile joint of the top chord. The 
placement of transducers 10 and 11 is based on observations by other re-
searchers Ballerini (1999) and Ehlbeck et al. (1989) indicating that splitting  
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always occur initiated by the fasteners in the last row. Transducer 12 meas-
ured the slip between the glulam members in the design with a continuous 
steel plate (odd numbers in table 5.2) and is used as a back-up for 10 and 11 
in the design with non-continuous steel plates (even numbers). The main 
parameters to be measured are the reactions in the diagonals and the crack 
opening displacements. 

16 specimens were tested according to the experimental design described 
in section 5.2.1.The specimens were loaded with a constant ramp of 1 mm/ 
min measured on the loading cylinder. The maximum load of the servo 
hydraulic cylinder (Instron) was 1000 kN and the error is 0.5 % of measured 
maximum load provided the maximum load exceeds 10 % of 1000 kN.The 
ISO 6891 loading protocol was not followed since this protocol is designed 
for testing of specimens that are true replicates of each other where the 
establishment of an estimated failure load is needed. The time to failure 
ranged from 5-20 minutes. Data was sampled with a frequency of 1 Hz. 

The density and the moisture content of the wood were determined 
according to ISO 3131 and ISO 3130 respectively. Measurements were made 
on two samples from each specimen, a grand total of 32 samples. The sam-
ples were taken in the position shown in figure 5.9. The sample size was 40  
x  40  x  40 mm3. The conventional density was determined along with the 
moisture content at the moment the joints were tested, see table 5.3. 

5.2.4 Results 

This section describes the results as such; the analysis is performed in sec-
tions 5.3 and 5.4. Three forces were measured along with 8 displacements 
for each specimen.The three first specimens tested (no. 3, 11 and 15) did not 
have the same lateral supports as the subsequent specimens and therefore the 
load values of these three are lower than observed from the other tests. 

The result from the experiment is presented in table 5.3, which shows 
the maximum values of forces measured in the top chord (Fa), the tensile 
diagonal (Fe) and the compressive diagonal (Fe) respectively. The density (Pk) 
and the moisture content (w) are also reported. 

The last column shows a description of the observed failure mode. Four 
specimens failed in splitting of the chord no. 2, 4, 6 and 8. The maximum 
load reached for those specimens is considerably lower compared to the 
other specimens.A typical picture of the failure is shown in figure 5.10.The 
specimen did not show any sign of failure until a crack appeared. The crack 
origined from the last row of nails and propagated towards transducer 1 in 
figure 5.9. 
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Table 5.3. 	Results from experiments. 

Specimen 
F 

a 
[1(1\T] 

F 
t  

[kN] 
F 

c 

[1(1\T] 
P  

[kg/m1 
w 

[%] 
Failure 
mode 

1 366.8 115.8 316.4 510 11.3 Buckling 

2 159.0 39.5 146.5 490 11.6 Splitting 

3 327.7 173.9 236.8 420 12.1 Buckling 

4 167.7 82.8 124.1 470 12.4 Splitting 

5 484.5 143.0 438.2 430 11.4 Buckling 

6 162.8 41.0 149.2 430 11.8 Splitting 

7 433.0 219.1 298.8 460 16.3 Buckling 

8 126.4 63.9 92.1 450 13.7 Splitting 

9 314.7 74.2 279.5 430 11.6 Buckling 

10 297.9 77.3 270.5 420 13.8 Buckling 

11 321.2 160.6 236.6 480 10.8 Buckling 

12 373.8 184.0 278.6 380 10.9 Buckling 

13 536.6 158.6 465.6 470 11.3 Buckling 

14 333.1 83.4 301.8 370 10.0 Buckling 

15 337.5 171.5 248.0 480 12.8 Buckling 

16 350.0 198.3 229.8 390 10.7 Nail failure 

average 440 12.0 

Figure 5.10 Splitting of specimen no. 6. 
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Figure 5.11 Final failure through buckling of a glulam member, specimen no. 5. 

The specimens with a continuous steel plate (odd numbers) did not in 
any case show a tendency to fail in the joints. Instead the failure was initiated 
by buckling of the steel plates, followed by separation of the sliced parts of 
the glulam member and finally buckling of the glulam member itself. In the 
first experimental set-up this problem was more pronounced and was the 
cause for changing the experimental set-up to provide more lateral support. 
An example of a final failure is shown in figure 5.11. 

The remaining four specimens no. 10, 12, 14 and 16 did not fail in split-
ting. These specimens were made with the high value for be, reported in 
table 5.1.The failure of these specimens was similar to the failure when using 
continuous steel plates, but due to the fact that they did not have any larger 
buckling lengths for the steel plate in the upper chord, the buckling took 
place in the compressive diagonal. Only in one case, specimen no. 16, buck-
ling did not occur. Instead deformations were driven that far that the nails 
broke.That particular failure was ductile and no cracking was observed along 
the last row of nails. 

As can be seen from table 5.3 the average value of the density is normal. 
The expected value of the density is 410 kg/m3  according to EC5 (1998). 
The slightly higher value obtained may depend on the fact that the glulam 
was taken from one particular batch at the glulam manufacturer. It might be 
so that the glulam produced that particular day was of better quality than 
normally since the timber is taken from north Sweden where the growth 
conditions generally are good. The moisture content in the glulam has a 
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value that can be expected from material arriving directly from manufactur-
ing. The production process of glulam requires moisture content below 15% 
when gluing and the specimens had a moisture content around 12 %. 

5.3 Analysis of results using theory for timber joints 

Transducer 12 measured slipping between the wooden parts of the speci-
mens with continuous steel plates. The purpose of measuring this was to 
validate the experimental set-up. This value never raised above 1-2 mm, 
which must be considered as a low value, related to the dimension of the 
specimens (450 mm high cross section). A typical response can be seen in 
figure 5.12. Positive and negative values relate to different directions of slip-
ping. The only specimen that stands out was no. 5, which was the last experi-
ment performed. This specimen was driven very far in deformation and 
should therefore not be included when analysing slipping. 

The displacement of the joint in the tensile diagonal, measured by trans-
ducer no. 9, showed no sign of yielding in any case. This joint was designed  

200 
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Slipping [mm] 

Figure 5.12 	Slipping ofglulam parts in the design with continuous steel plates. 
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Response of transducers measuring splitting tendencies for the design with 

continuous steel plates. 

to be much stronger than needed, so this was expected. 
The design with a continuous steel plate (odd numbers in table 5.3) did 

not show any tendency of tension failure perpendicular to the grain, i.e. 
splitting along the last row of nails in the chord.This can be explained by the 
fact that the main part of force transfer perpendicular to the chord occurs in 
the steel plate and not through the nails. This is a special case for the joint 
design considered. Displacements measured by transducer no. 11 can be seen 
in figure 5.13. The displacements in figure 5.13 are very small apart from 
two specimens, no. 3 and 7. Specimen no. 3 showed a small crack initiated by 
a knot placed in the last row of nails. Specimen no. 7 does not show any 
larger deformations until after maximum load is passed. As discussed in sec-
tion 5.2.4 these specimens failed in buckling and not in the joints. 

Buckling of the steel plate occurred for the design with continuous steel 
plate. This is due to the fact that the specimens were designed with the nail 
groups for the force in the top chord and in the diagonals separated to avoid 
having nail groups closer to each other than one beam height since they 
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Figure 5.14 	Load-displacement for the top chord, specimens with continuous steel plates. 

might interfer, see appendix EThe length for buckling of the slotted-in steel 
plate was about 0.7 m. In a real application the nail groups would not be 
separated in this manner and thus buckling of the steel plate would be more 
restrained. Still attention must be paid when placing the nails in real-case 
production. Buckling of the plates initiated the final failure through separat-
ing the glulam slices and therefore it is recommended that the thickness of 
the glulam cross-section be increased. Furthermore, it would be favourable if 
the thickness of the steel plates could be increased and this could be possible 
if a lower steel grade is chosen to allow easy penetration during nailing. 

The design with continuous steel plates showed a ductile behaviour on 
average  D  = uf/uy  = 3 as seen in figure 5.14, which is desirable according to 
FR1.1: High ductility. Load-displacement curves are shown in figure 5.14, 
where the force in the top chord is plotted against the displacement of the 
loading cylinder, transducer no. 5. Observe the difference between the first 
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Figure 5.15 	Load-displacement for the top chord, specimens with non-continuous steel plates. 

and the second experimental set-up. In the first experimental set-up the top 
chord was not as heavily supported laterally as it was in the second set-up, 
thus the specimens from the first experimental set-up (no. 3, 11 and 15) 
show a lower maximum value than the others and they barely reach the level 
u. 

Specimen no. 2, 4, 6 and 8 show a very brittle failure since bet  is small in 
these cases. None of the specimens reached the yielding deformation uy  In 
figure 5.15 a load-displacement curve can be seen for the force in the chord 
and transducer 5.The failure is very sudden and no indication of failure can 
be seen in advance. 

Specimens no. 10, 12, 14 and 16 did not experience a brittle failure.The 
distance bet is large in these specimens and they show a ductile behaviour on 
average  D  = 3, much as the design with continuous steel plates but some-
what less ductile, see figure 5.15. Specimen no. 16 did not fail in buckling 
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Figure 5.16 Experimental results compared with theoretical formulas. 

but the nails in the joint connecting the top chord and the tensile diagonal 
broke after being displaced about 30-35 mm from their initial position.The 
load at this point amounted to 198.3 kN, which corresponds to 8.62 kN/ 
nail. This is the same value as found in the experiments determining the 
capacity parallel to the grain in section 4.2. 

The specimens with even numbers experienced splitting failure in four 
cases. Therefore it is of interest to compare these experiments with existing 
theories for tension perpendicular to the grain.A short coverage of the theories 
is presented in appendix  D.  Three theories are presented; a shear formula 
from EC5 (1998), van der Put's (1990) theory based on fracture mechanics 
and Ehlbeck et al. (1989) who presented an empirical formula based on 
experiments. In figure 5.16 the theory of the three different approaches are 
shown as curves predicting the resistance depending on becThe experimen-
tal results from this licentiate thesis are shown as dots. 
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The formula of Ehlbeck et al. (1989) is represented by two curves since 
it depends on the number of nails and row of fasteners in the joint. Speci-
mens no. 2, 6, 10 and 14 refers to the case be, = 80 mm and 4,8, 12 and 16 to 
the case be, = 120 mm. Specimens 2, 4, 6 and 8 experienced a splitting 
failure. These experiements correspond quite well to the predicted value by 
Ehlbeck et al. (1989). Specimens 10, 12, 14 and 16 did not experience this 
type of failure and are therefore not comparable with any of the prediction 
formulas. Predicted nail failure using the test result 8.35 kN/nail from sec-
tion 4.2 is shown for both values of bet  and specimens 12 and 16 are close to 
this prediction. By using the test result it is assumed that the embedding 
strength is independent of the angle to the grain. In specimen 16 the ob-
served failure was nail failure, but specimen 12 was recorded as buckling. It is 
though possible that the nails in specimen 12 were close to failure at buck-
ling. Specimens 10 and 14 deviate more from the predicted nail failure and 
the observed failure mode was buckling in these cases.The formula of EC5 
(1998) is seen to underestimate the resistance for all experiments contradict-
ing the results shown by Ballerini (1999) that EC5 overestimates the resist-
ance.The formula presented by TACM van der Put (1990) is only applicable 
for joints where be, is larger than 0.7h. 

5.4 Analysis by using statistical experimental design 

In the analysis in the preceding section it was clear that be, has an influence 
on the resistance of the joint. One of the purposes of these experiments was 
to verify if a compressive force influences the resistance of the tensile diago-
nal, through the hypothesis shown in figure 5.7. 

This effect cannot be readily extracted from the experimental results 
presented in table 5.3 although the close prediction by Ehbleck et al. (1989) 
in figure 5.16 indicates that the distance be  is of no importance.The further 
analysis of the experiments was performed as a factorial as was the idea of 
these experiments. The response has been set as the force in the tensile di-
agonal. In the analysis of the factorial three-factor interactions and higher 
has been neglected. The factorial is analysed in two blocks as described in 
Box, Hunter and Hunter (1978), one block for each experimental set-up. 
The analysis was performed in the computer software Statgraphics. Four 
degrees of freedom are left for the estimation of the error of an effect, all 
three-factor interactions and one four-factor interaction. In experimental 
design with no replicates the error must be estimated by neglecting some 
combination of factors since no specimen is a replicate of one another. In 
the analysis the response variable is recalculated using table 5.2 to effects of 
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Standardized Pareto Chart for Tension 
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Figure 5.17 	Pareto chart for the tensile resistance = the response variable. 

each experimental factor simply by averaging the negative and positive terms 
in the manner shown in appendix  C.  The significant effects are  B:  +91,A: - 
82, AD: +42 and  D:  +37. The result is shown in a Pareto diagram. 

The factors are standardised with respect to the estimated error of effects 
and sorted after magnitude in the Pareto chart, figure 5.17. The estimate of 
the error is shown as a vertical line. Factors higher than the experimental 
error are statistically significant on the 5 % level. From figure 5.17 it can be 
seen that the angular arrangement affects the tensile resistance the most. 
Changing the angle of the tensile diagonal from 600  to 450  increases the 

Interaction Plot for Tension 
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Figure 5.18 	Interaction plot between the design of the joint and the distanceb,, 
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resistance with about 91 kN.The design of the joint (continuous or broken 
steel plate) is the second largest effect. The third largest effect is an interac-
tion between the design of the joint and the distance bet. An interaction 
effect means that the level of one factor affects the level of another factor and 
therefore they must be interpreted together as in figure 5.18. 

The interpretation of figure 5.18 is: if bet  is low (-1.0) and the design is 
changed from continuous steel plate (-1.0) to non-continuous steel plate 
(1.0) the resistance decreases with about 120 kN.When  b  is high the effect 
of a changed design lowers the resistance with about 35 kN. This is evi-
denced also in table 5.3 that shows when bet  is high both designs behave 
similarly, but when bet  is low the design with non-continuous steel plates 
experiences splitting. The fourth largest effect is  D:  the distance bet. Increas-
ing bet  from 0.3h to 0.9h increases the resistance of the tensile diagonal with 
about 37 kN. All the significant effects have a physical explanation, which 
shows that using statistical experimental design gives reasonable results. 

From figure 5.17 it is also evident that the distance bec  is not statistically 
significant and therefore the placement of the compressive force does not 
affect the resistance of the tensile diagonal with respect to splitting of the 
chord. The suspicion from the analysis of figure 5.16 is thus confirmed on 
the 5 % significance level.The physical explanation to this might be that the 
failure in tension perpendicular to the grain is a very localised failure. The 
crack propagates from the last row of the joint and more specifically from 
the outmost nail in the joint. This means that if a compressive force should 
have any effect on the resistance it must be applied in the vicinity of the 

Residual Plot for Tension 

predicted 

Figure 5.19 
	

Residual plot for the tensile diagonal 
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crack initiation zone. To accomplish this in reality is not possible since the 
crack initiation zone is very small.The size of the crack intiation zone can be 
estimated by using linear elastic fracture mechanics, Serrano (2000), to a 
length of 10-40 mm. 

To analyse if there is any bias in the data used in the factorial a residual 
plot for the values used in the analysis is produced in figure 5.19. No ten-
dencies of any kind can be found in the residual plot, which is an indication 
that the data are not dependent on each other in any way or that there were 
some systematical error in the test set-up. As the final analysis the normal 
distribution of the effects is checked with a normal probability plot in figure 
5.20. 
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Figure 5.20 Normal probability plot of effects. 

The normal probability plot shows no tendencies of another distribution 
being prevalent. In that case the plot would have shown e.g. heavy tails.The 
significant effects do not clearly separate from the normal distribution, but 
this is dependent on the somewhat small variation shown in figure 5.17. 

5.5 Conclusions from experiments 

From the experiments several qualitative conclusions can be drawn: 

• The placement of the fasteners within the joint region affects 
the overall resistance of the joint since buckling of the steel plates 
are observed as the initiation of the final failure, The nails should 
be placed as to minimise areas with large buckling lengths for 
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the steel plate since buckling of the steel plate otherwise might 
initiate a premature final failure.To minimise buckling a thicker 
glulam cross section is proposed. Furthermore, a thicker steel 
plate would increase the buckling load. It could be possible to 
use a thicker steel plate if the steel grade is lowered. Both a 
thicker steel plate and a lower steel grade are preferred from the 
viewpoint of production. The lower steel grade is an off-the-
shelf product which is cheap. Using a larger thickness requires a 
thicker slot and sawing a slot that is 4 mm ought to be easier 
than making it 3 mm since the saw blade would be less slender. 
• All eight specimens with continuous steel plates failed in glo-
bal buckling initiated by local buckling of the steel plates. The 
specimens with non-continuous steel plates also failed in global 
buckling provided the joint for the tensile diagonal had a value 
of  b=  0.9h. If this distance was small  (b  = 0.3h, 4 specimens), et 
the specimens failed in splitting perpendicular to the grain. 
• A design with a continuous steel plate and a continuous glulam 
beam would be suitable regarding FR1.2: Resistance and it can 
fulfil FR3.2: Cheap production. In figure 5.21 a proposed de-
sign is shown for the joint. Observe that the compressive diago-
nal is placed on top of the tensile diagonal. By using this ap-
proach the joint area will be small, which keeps down the price 
for the steel plates. Furthermore, the load case shown in figure 
5.7 does not occur since the vertical component of the force in 
the tensile diagonal is counteracted by this component in the 
compressive diagonal. The force is transferred through contact 
pressure and therefore it is necessary to check the resistance in 
compression perpendicular to the grain for the compressive di-
agonal. The joint in the chord need only be designed for the 
force in the chord. With this design the chord is not stressed in 
tension perpendicular to the grain and no splitting will thus 
occur. The downside of this approach is that the joint now have 
eccentrically placed diagonals that will cause extra bending mo-
ments both in the diagonals and in the chord.These will have to 
be accounted for in design calculations and might possibly cause 
an extra lamella on the height of the chord. 
• The placement of the joint for the compressive diagonal does 
not affect the resistance of the tensile diagonal if the joint is 
designed with centrically placed beams as in the experiments. 
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Figure 5.21 Recommended design of joint from experiments. 

This is shown by using statistical experimental design where the 
effect of the placement of the compressive diagonal was not 
significant on the 5 % level. It can also be physically explained 
by the fact that the crack initiation zone for the splitting failure 
is very small, about 10-40 mm, and that therefore the compressive 
force is placed to far away to have an effect. 
• The joint type showed a ductile behaviour in the small-scale 
tests  (D  = 20) and this behaviour is qualitatively confirmed also 
in the full-scale specimens (on average  D  = 3) that did not expe-
rience splitting failure. 
• Slicing the beam along the length is not a good production 
method for accommodating the steel plates since the slices are 
very slender and therefore buckles easily. It could be possible to 
mechanically join the slices after inserting the steel plates, but 
this is too expensive in an industrial production. 
• The resistance perpendicular to the grain in splitting corre-
sponds quite well to the prediction by Ehlbeck et al. (1989). 
This formula underestimates the resistance with 1 - 15 % for the 
present experiments. 
• If the joint would be designed with centrically placed beams as 
in the experiments, figure 5.16 provides some information about 
the size of the saw blade needed. Since the placement of the 
nails in the compressive diagonal did not matter, one can assume 
that Ehlbeck et al. (1989) can predict the splitting failure since 
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this has been shown by both Ballerini (1999) and the experi-
ments in this licentiate thesis. From figure 5.16 one can see that 
to obtain nail failure the distance be, needs to be 0.32 m when 
the angle of the diagonal is 60°, which corresponds to 0.7h. 
Thus the saw blade would have to have a diameter of at least 700 
mm to allow for the lateral supports in figure 5.2. 
• The experiments show that a parameter study regarding the 
placement of the fasteners connecting the compressive diagonal 
to minimise the risk for splitting in tension perpendicular to the 
grain caused by the tensile diagonal need not be performed.The 
effect of the compressive force is not significant on the 5 % 
significance level. The conclusion is valid for joints designed to 
join the members centrically For eccentrically placed members 
the relative placement of the compressive and tensile diagonals 
can be used to design a joint without risk for splitting perpen-
dicular to the grain as shown in figure 5.21. 
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6 Validation and optimisation 
In chapter 5 different production methods where identified and evaluated. 
Two potential methods were identified, but the question which production 
method is the better was left unresolved, since the effect on the structural 
system must be evaluated. Producing the slots for the steel plates with a band 
saw cutting the beam in elements is a straightforward production method 
using equipment already existent at the glulam manufacturer plant. As stated 
before this leads to a structural system that might carry load less efficiently 
than if the beams were continuous along the upper chord. The purpose of 
the modelling and optimisation in this chapter is: 

• To investigate if it is possible to design a competitive glulam 
truss structure for the Swedish market. 

The goal is to define the limit for the production costs for the joining  sys-

tern.  To fulfil these purposes, the glulam truss is modelled using a  FE  model. 
In every optimisation process a cost function, i.e. the function to be mini-
mised, must be defined, Adeli (1994). The truss is optimised with the mate-
rial cost of the glulam as the cost function. The production cost for the 
connection is estimated in appendix  G.  To use the production cost for the 
glulam truss as the cost function would be the obvious choice, but since the 
costs for production cannot be estimated with satisfactory precision to form 
the base of an optimisation, this cannot be pursued until an industrial pro-
duction is established.The limit for the production cost is determined as the 
difference between the glulam cost and a competitive price from the system 
comparison in section 3.3.1. 

6.1  FE  modelling 

The resistance of the truss must fulfil the requirements of BKR99. For the 
study at hand, a sample load case is chosen with the following characteristics: 

• Snow zone 2.0; this corresponds to a building in mid Sweden 
where 80 % of the customers are situated according to Linnsen 
(2000). 
• Span 24 m 
• Spacing 6 m between the trusses; normally this varies between 
5-7 m. 
• Safety class 3; requirement from BKR (1999) for a truss with a 
span of 24 m. 
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• Glulam material L40; material characteristics are taken from 
BKR99 using design values 
• The pitch of the roof can vary, but is taken to be lower than 1:4 
(14°) to avoid a non-symmetrical load case on the truss. 

For a different building with another layout it should be noted that the 
presented results are linearly dependent on items 1 and 3, which affect the 
load value and item 4 which affect the design values of the material strength. 

6.1.1 Topology 

The topology of the truss is of the type in figure 6.1. This is an efficient 
topology regarding capacity, which has been found in the design of steel 
trusses. Other topologies can be considered if the focus is higher on aesthet-
ics, but this has not been pursued in this study.  

24 m 

Figure 6.1 	Topology of modelled truss 

Several parameters have been varied in section 6.2.2 for this topology aim-
ing at the lowest glulam cost. The effect of changing the number of spans in 
the upper chord, the height of the vertical member at support, rotational 
capacity of the joints and the pitch of the roof are determined. 

6.1.2 Material modelling 

The wood is modelled as a linear elastic material with design parameters (fd) 
taken from BKR99. Orthotropic properties of wood have not been incor-
porated. The main objection against this assumption concerns the capacity 
of the joints. A dowel-type fastener carries load mainly through embedding 
strength, which is a local strength parameter incorporating effects of both 
compression and tension parallel and perpendicular to the grain. The em-
bedding strength varies with the direction of loading in relation to the grain, 
EC5 (1998). However, nails are small fasteners and neither EC5 (1998) nor 
BKR (1999) recommends any reduction in the capacity for loading in an 
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angle to the grain when using dowels with a diameter less than 6 mm. The 
joint behaviour is modelled as linearly elastic. This seems to be on the safe 
side considering the ductile connection type found in this study. The joints 
have a reserve capacity after reaching the maximum load and therefore there 
is reserve capacity in the joint, which could be of importance assuming a 
statically indeterminate structure as the present truss.An elastic-plastic model 
of the joint would be more optimal and reflects the real behaviour of the 
fastener better. This is identified as a future modelling to be implemented. 

6.1.3 Joint modelling 

Joints consisting of nails easily become quite large since many nails are needed 
to transfer large forces.Therefore, nailed joints often have a substantial inner 
leverage making it possible to transfer moments, which must be considered 
in the model.The joint is characterised as two springs in the truss model, one 
translational spring and one rotational spring. Only two springs are needed 
since this is modelled as a plane problem. The stiffnesses of these springs can 
be evaluated from the layout of the joint: 

• • • • • 
• • • • • • 

• • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • •  

Figure 6.2 	Layout ofjoint for determination of the translational and rotational sttTnesses.  

k f  =  —
2 
 K ser n =  K u n 	 (6.1) 

3 

2 
ke= Kserip 	

y2) 
(6.2) 
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Equation 6.1 gives the translational stiffness  kf  and is taken from EC5 (1998) 
where  K  = 300 kN/m is taken as the average inclination of the load-slip 
relation before yielding from the experiments in section 4.2,n is the number 
of nails in the connection. Kser is the stiffness in serviceability limit state. 
Equation 6.2 gives the rotational stiffness of the joint, Ice  and contains the 
polar moment of inertia of the joint, II,. It is based on the assumption of linear 
elastic behaviour and rigid body movement of the members connected, de-
scribed by e.g.  Olsson  et al. (1997). According to Riberholt (1989) a joint 
can be considered as pinned if  ko  << 3EI/L and as stiff if ke  > 3EI/L.Assum-
ing  E  = 10.4 GPa, I = 0.09  x  0.453/12 m4  and L 3 m (which all are 
common values for these properties in the considered truss type) gives 3E1/ 
L = 3.6 MNm/rad. Based on a calculation according to elastic theory on a 
nailed joint (250 mm long) in the assumed beam,  ko  -= 2.0 MNm/rad is 
obtained which characterises the joint as a semi-rigid connection.The effect 
of the rotational capacity of the joint on the glulam cost is further investi-
gated in section 6.2. 

6.1.4 Modelling of structure 

The  FE  modelling and calculations are performed in  Matlab  using a finite 
element toolbox called CALFEM (1996).The analysis is performed accord-
ing to first order theory. First order theory is commonly used when design-
ing timber structures and provides a fast way of designing the structure, 
which is good in this case considering the fact that the  FE-calculation must 
be performed for every iteration in the optimisation procedure. Second or-
der theory needs an iteration procedure for the equilibrium of forces. For 
every iteration in the optimisation, there are several iterations for the equi-
librium of forces. Second order theory is preferable when seeking to optimise 
the structure regarding capacity as far as possible.This is mainly due to differ-
ent handling of structural stability in second order theory where the defor-
mations caused by the actions are inherent in the force equilibrium calcula-
tion. In first order theory these deformations are neglected leading to a more 
crude way of handling stability constraints. Therefore, the conclusions and 
numbers presented in this study will be somewhat on the safe side, but are 
considered sufficiently accurate to draw conclusions regarding the boundary 
conditions for the production process. An implementation of second order 
theory should be performed once the production process is finally imple-
mented. 
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6.1.5 Structural elements 

The structural elements to be combined in the  FE  model are the transla-
tional and rotational springs together with Bernoulli beam elements. If the 
truss is to be produced by cutting the top and bottom chord in separate 
elements a joint in the truss is modelled as in figure 6.3. 

ke  

Figure 6.3 	Joint model, only rotational springs are shown for clarity. 

If this model is to be utilised the number of degrees of freedom needed to 
describe every joint will be 15. In a typical truss, the number of joints is 
roughly 20-25 which leads to a stiffness matrix of the size 300  x  300. Since 
this stiffness matrix is to be inverted in every calculation of the internal 
forces it is an inefficient way to treat the problem. Therefore, a modified 
beam element (figure 6.4) was derived using static condensation of element 
stiffness matrices. 
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Figure 6.4 	Modified beam element. 
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The full derivation is shown in appendix H.The usage of this beam element 
makes it possible to model both structures obtained from the different pro-
duction processes. The value of ke  and  kf  need not be the same in the two 
joints of the element.The values of the rotational stiffness  ko  and the transla-
tional stiffness  kf  are calculated from the geometry of the joint according to 
equations 6.1 and 6.2. Using this beam element makes it possible to use only 
three degrees of freedom in every joint, 60-75 degrees of freedom in the 
entire structure. 

6.1.6 Boundary conditions 

The boundary conditions simulate a simply supported structure, figure 6.1. 
The entire structure is used i.e. no symmetry need to be simulated by boundary 
conditions.When using first order theory it would suffice to model only half 
the structure but this is avoided in the case that the model should be refined 
by applying second order theory. In that case a buckling analysis could cause 
that symmetry is not sustained. 

6.2 Optimisation 

In every optimisation process a cost function i.e., the function to be mini-
mised, must be defined,Adeli (1994). In this case the cost function is taken as 
the material cost of the glulam truss in accordance with FR.1.2. The cost 
function,  C,  is stated as:  

C = V 	x 'gllam 	glulam (6.3)  

P  lulam is the glulam price taken as 3,800 SEK/nr' based on Linnsen (2000). 
Vglulam the volume of the glulam is calculated in the optimisation procedure 
and is dependent on the  FE  calculation of forces and stresses.To state the cost 
function as in equation 6.3, implicitly means that the topology of the truss 
must be known since the co-ordinates of the joints are not present in the 
expression.An optimisation of topology is not performed in this study other 
than varying the parameters mentioned in section 6.1.1. The top and bot-
tom chord of the truss must be straight to facilitate production and roofing. 
Thus, the only parameters left to optimise are the placement of the diago-
nals. The optimisation of topology is not pursued in this study, other than 
within the same type of topology, but will be kept in mind in future investi-
gations. As design variables for the optimisation the width  b  of the truss and 
the height  h,  of the cross sections are chosen.The width  b  is constant and the 
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same for every element in the truss.This is not necessary for the joint system 
used, but is assumed in the first calculations and if results are obtained that 
enables the use of different thicknesses, this is applied. 

To perform an optimisation includes giving several constraints to the 
cost function. The constraints used in this optimisation were all inequality 
constraints, based on fulfilling the load carrying capacity for the truss. In 
stating the constraints BKR.99 was used. Constraints should always be ex-
pressed using the design variables. The constraints in the truss are first of all 
interaction constraints between bending and compression or between bend-
ing and tension. Constraints are also set regarding shear of the elements 
although this is seldom a problem in glulam trusses. The contact pressure in 
the ridge is also constrained. Equation 6.4 shows the constraint used for 
combined bending and compression applicable for the upper chord. 

6 - MSd 	NScd 	1 <O 

K f bh2  x f bh h md 	c cd 
(6.4) 

Here Msd  is the acting design bending moment, Nscd, the acting design com-
pression force, 1d  and fcd  bending and compression strengths and Is and xc  
reduction coefficients for the volume effect and for column buckling. The 
buckling length is taken as the system length of each element in the truss. 
This is an assumption very much on the safe side, but since the truss is 
analysed as a frame the elements joined in one joint will each contribute to 

M [kNm] 
	

Shape of buck- 
ling mode 

Figure 6.5 	Moment distribution in a diagonal. 
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the restraint conditions for one particular element.The problem with deter-
mining buckling lengths can be solved by an initial buckling analysis. In this 
case this cannot easily be performed since the  FE  calculations are involved in 
an optimisation process, which means that a new buckling analysis must be 
performed for every iteration in the optimisation process since the sizes of 
the elements constantly change. Using the distance between the zero bend-
ing moments is not correct e.g. in the diagonals where the situation will be 
similar to figure 6.5. 

The shape of the buckling mode is shown to the right and it clearly 
shows that the assumption of the buckling length being equal to the distance 
between zero moments is not valid.Therefore the constraint on the interac-
tion between bending and compression uses the buckling length equal to 
the length of the element. The problem with determining buckling lengths 
will vanish if second order theory is used. 

Every joint in the truss is checked for capacity making use of equations 
6.1 and 6.2 together with the design capacity obtained from the experi-
ments in chapter 4.2. The main problem with the joints are their size and 
therefore the joints will not produce any constraint on the truss as long as 
they have sufficient capacity and have enough space to accommodate the 
joint.The efficiency ofjoints was investigated in chapter 4. Constraints were 
set during design of the joint on the maximum length (1.  = 250 mm) of 
the joint as to avoid shear plug failure, Kangas and Vesa (1998). This con-
straint was set only on joints in tension, since joints in compression do not 
experience shear-plug failure unless the opposite end of the beam is very 
close to the joint. Shear-plug failure was discussed in chapter 4 as a major 
constraint on nailed joints. For the compression joints maximum length was 
set to 500 mm, otherwise there is a risk that the joints in each end of an 
element becomes so long that the two joints merges into one. Contact pres-
sure is considered for the joints in the top chord of the truss with divided 
beams. Otherwise it is assumed that the compression force is transferred 
through the steel plate, provided that the timber members have no contact 
zone. 

Constraints must also be set on the range of sizes of the glulam cross 
section. Glulam is produced in certain dimensions regarding height and width. 
In Sweden the standard width varies between 42-215 mm and the height 
between about 180-2000 mm. Considerations by the CE team limited the 
outer vertical member  vm,  in figure 6.1, to 800-1300 mm in length due to 
FR1.2 and FR3.2 respectively.This forces the upper bound for the height of 
the upper and lower chord to be 800 mm since  vm  in figure 6.1 otherwise 
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would disappear. It would be possible to make a truss without any  vm  at all, 
but this might produce a joint with considerable deformations.This problem 
can be solved by moving the column supporting the truss inwards, but this 
can on the other hand produce a substantial end moment in the upper chord, 
which must be taken care of in design,  Petersson  and  Olsson  (1994). The 
impact of different designs of the support has not been investigated further, 
but could be a possible area of interest for further investigations. 

The optimisation procedure is an iterative process where an initial value 
of the design variables is given and then the cost function is calculated. This 
is followed by a search for a direction in which the cost function decreases, a 
new value for the design variables is taken in this direction and the proce-
dure is repeated. The determination of the minimum point finishes the cal-
culations. There exist several search functions for the calculation of direc-
tions and determination of minima since optimisation is a research area in 
itself, Adeli (1994). At the optimum point at least one of the constraints 
given is active. 

6.2.1 Discrete versus continuous variables 

Since glulam is produced in discrete series regarding width and height the 
optimisation is performed in steps.The most accepted method to solve prob-
lems with discrete variables is Integer Programming, Haftka (1991). This 
requires that special search functions for the optimal point during the 
optimisation are employed. Such functions are not inherent in  Matlab,  but 
could be incorporated if desired. However, in this case another approach was 
chosen. Since the joints are able to transfer bending moments, the moment 
distribution in the truss is affected by the sizes of the members. If the con-
tinuous design variables simply were rounded off, the moment distribution 
would be different from the optimal one. Instead, the design variables are 
fixed one by one and the optimisation is run once again. Using this approach 
it is possible to minimise the difference between continuous and discrete 
variables.An example of the effect of using continuous and discrete variables 
is shown in section 6.2.3. One of the consequencies of this is that no con-
straint will be active at the optimum point since the design variables differ a 
little from the optimal ones. 

6.2.2 Screening procedure 

Before the final optimisation of the two truss types, taking into account the 
capacity of the joints and rounding off to discrete values, a screening proce- 
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Figure 6.6 	Variation of glulam cost with rotational capacity of the joints  

dure  was made to study the effect from varying some parameters affecting 
the final result in the model.The parameters varied are the rotational capac-
ity of the joints  (ko),  the number of spans in the upper chord (m), the pitch 
of the roof (a) and the height of the vertical member  (vm).  The cost func-
tion is the glulam cost in all cases.The design parameters are allowed to vary 
continuously, why the costs reported are to low. The reference load case 
described in section 3.3 and 6.1 is used. 

Variation of glulam cost with rotational capacity of the joints 

The rotational capacity is set to the same value in every joint of the truss. 
This is not consistent with an actual truss but should suffice to show a trend. 
With m = 3,  vm  = 0.8 m  anda  = 1:10 figure 6.6 is obtained. 

It is clear that taking the rotational capacity of the joints into account is 
an advantage for minimisation of the glulam cost. It is interesting to note 
that it is not optimal to have a stiff frame, probably due to the high support 
moments. Preliminary calculations of the rotational capacity of joints in the 
truss shows that the stiffness can typically be 106  Nm/rad in the upper chord 
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and 105  Nm/rad in the diagonals. In relation to figure 6.6 this is not a very 
optimal rotational stiffness.An interesting study could be performed to see if 
it is cost-effective to increase the size of the joint to obtain a stiffer connec-
tion and carry a larger moment. Figure 6.6 shows a minimum point since 
there ought to be a point where the moment in the span and the moment at 
support are in balance. 

Variation of glulam cost with the number of spans in the upper chord 

The rotational capacity is set to 106 Nm/rad in the entire truss,  vm  = 0.8 m 
and a -- = 1:10. The variation is shown in figure 6.7. 

This curve shows a minimum value when the number of bays is five. 
Below this value the bending moments in the upper chord needs a large 
cross section to carry the loads therefore the glulam cost increases. Above 
this value too much glulam is needed in the diagonals providing the support 
although the size of the upper chord decreases. 

Variation of glulam cost with the pitch of the roof 

From the preceding section m = 5, ice  106  Nm/rad and  vm  = 0.8 m. The 
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Figure 6.7 	Variation of glulam cost with the number of spans in the upper chord 
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Figure 6.8 	Variation of glulam cost with the pitch of the roof. 
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variation is shown in figure 6.8.The glulam cost is seen to decrease when the 
pitch of the roof increases up to the point where the pitch is 1:4 where the 
curve has a minimum. Once again the gain in leverage of the truss is coun-
teracted by the cost for the diagonals, which need to be longer when in-
creasing the pitch of the roof. A feasible pitch seems to be 1:8 because of 
height limitations for the glulam truss. When the height is increased it ap-
proaches an upper limit of 3.5 m where the truss cannot easily be trans-
ported on Swedish roads. 4.5 m is the maximum height allowed and the 
lowest trucks available stores goods one metre above the road surface.When 
the pitch reaches 1:4 the height in midspan is 3.80 m, which is too high. 

Variation of glulam cost with the height of the vertical member at support 

From preceding sections a = 1:8, m = 5 and ke  =-- 106  Nm/rad, yields the 
variation in figure 6.9.The glulam cost decreases when the vertical member 
is made higher. When  vm  '---- 1.3 m the glulam cost is 11,361  SEK  and the 
height at midspan is 2.80 m. Comparing with figure 6.8 where the same 
height at midspan is obtained when the pitch of the roof is 1:6 (cost =-
13,133  SEK),  shows that raising the vertical member is more efficient than 
increasing the pitch of the roof. If  vm  is raised further the curve in figure 6.9 
will also show a minimum as when the pitch of the roof varies. 

Checking for interactions 

To check for any possible interactions between the studied factors the same 
method as in chapter 5 is employed.The levels for the four factors are taken 
as in table 6.1. 

Performing the same analysis as in section 5.4, the response is shown in 
table 6.2. The response is taken as the glulam material cost for the entire 

Table 6.1 	Levels of experimental factors. 

No. Factor Low level High level 

A 
Rotational 
capacity 

103  Nm/rad 1011  Nm/rad 

B  
No. spans in the  
top chord  

3 6 

C  Pitch of the roof 1:16 1:4 

D  
Length of vertical  
member,  vm  

0.7 m 1.4 m 
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Table 6.2 	Experimental design and response for the tests. 

Run Rot. cap. Spans Angle vim Response 
10,392 1 - 

2 + - - 11,236 
3 + - 9,750 
4 + + - - 11,500 
5 + - 12,582 
6 + + - 13,574 
7 + + - 12,480 
8 + + + - 14,140 
9 - + 11,029 
10 + - + 13,050 
11 + + 11,435 
12 + + + 16,970 
13 + + 20,569 
14 + + + 22,000 
15 + + + 20,627 
16 + + + + 23,000 

Standardized Pareto Chart for Cost 
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Figure 6.10 Pareto chart for factors influencing the material cost of glulam. 

truss. Due to problems with convergence, optimisation run no. 14 and 16 are 
estimated from the log-file produced during optimisation. Probably the con- 
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vergence problems are due to an unsuitable combination of input data for 
the optimisation routine. Probably this is due to the low rotational stiffness 
given since this produces a structure with very low stiffness in relation to the 
applied load. This might cause scaling problems in the  FE  calculation. The 
analysis of table 6.2 is presented in a Pareto diagram shown in figure 6.10. 

Figure 6.10 shows that the angle, that is the pitch of the roof, has the 
largest impact on the material cost. An equally large effect has the length of 
the vertical member at support. There also seems to be an interaction effect 
between these two variables. None of these results are unexpected since 
both factors affect the leverage of the truss. The rotational capacity of the 
joints is the fourth largest effect. It is a little surprising that the number of 
spans in the upper chord does not produce a detectable effect on the mate-
rial cost. Perhaps this effect is not as large as the ones obtained from varying 
the pitch of the roof or the height of the vertical member and therefore it is 
suppressed. The interaction effect between the pitch of the roof and the 
length of the vertical member is shown in figure 6.11. 
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Figure 6.11 	Interaction effect between the pitch of the roof and the length of the vertical member. 

The interaction can be interpreted as; when  vm  is 0.7 m (-1.0) increasing 
the pitch of the roof from 1:16 to 1:4 decreases the material cost with about 
8,500  SEK.  When  vm  is 1.4 m (1.0) increasing the pitch of the roof de-
creases the material cost with only 3,000 SEK.This analysis shows that since 
these two factors are dependent on each other and that if a small pitch of the 
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roof is required it is more efficient to raise the vertical member than it is if a 
large pitch of the roof is allowed. Note that this analysis gives a more nuanced 
picture to the statement made earlier that it is more efficient to raise the 
vertical member than to increase the pitch of the roof— it depends on the 
levels of these factors if this is the case. 

Conclusion from screening 

The most cost efficient truss, after screening the most important variables 
describing the topology, is a truss with the following characteristics: 

• No. spans in the upper chord: 5 
• Pitch of the roof: 1:8 
• Height of vertical member: 1.1 m 

6.2.3 Final optimisation 

Using the screening solution, two final optimisations are made on the trusses 
produced by the different production processes; continuous steel plates and 
non-continuous steel plates. 

First, the truss produced with continuous steel plates and separate beam 
elements is considered. When using continuous variables the glulam cost is 
optimised to 10,270  SEK.  Locking to discrete values gives a glulam cost of 
13,750  SEK.  The elements in the truss are numbered as in figure 6.12 and 
the heights of the elements are shown in table 6.3. 
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Figure 6.12 Element numbering 

This truss has a thickness of 115 mm for all elements, the height of the top 
and bottom chord is 450 mm.The number ofjoints in a truss of this type is 
23. In appendix  G  the CE team estimated the production cost to 400  SEK/  
joint. The production cost for the truss would therefore be 13,750 + 23  x  
400 = 22,950 SEK.The cost is too high to be competitive comparing with 
the systems reported in chapter 3. 

Considering a truss with a continuous upper chord, the glulam cost with 
continuous variables is 9,950  SEK.  Locking to discrete variables gives 12,850 
SEK.This truss also has a width of 115 mm.Table 6.3 shows that the result is 
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Table 6.3 	Heights of truss elements for  b  = 115 mm. 

Element no. 
Cont. steel plate, 
separate elements 

Non-cont. steel plate, 
continuous elements 

1,43 180 mm 225 mm 

5 - 39 (odd no.) 180 mm 180 mm 

3,41 405 mm 405 mm 

Top chord 450 mm 450 mm 

Bottom chord 450 mm 360 mm 

not very far from the result for the truss with separate beam elements.The 
production cost is estimated to 340 SEK/joint in appendix G.The produc-
tion cost for the truss is then 20,700  SEK.  During the optimisation it was 
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Figure 6.13 	Locking to discrete variables. 
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24 turn 37 mm 24 nini 

37 rum 37 %UM 37 min 
Ire.11  

noted that the deformations for the truss with separate beam elements is 
considerably larger than when using continuous top and bottom chords. 
Therefore, continuous top and bottom chords is preferred. 

A possible enhancement of the situation would be to use glued timber 
LK30 with a height of 135 mm. This is not a product defined as glulam, but 
it is produced in the same manner. It does not have the same stiffness as 
glulam according to BKR (1999). Estimations show a decrease in material 
cost of about 800-1,000  SEK  if using LK30 in the diagonals. Many of the 
diagonals have more than enough resistance and they fall on the lower bound 
(180 mm) for the height of the cross sections. 

Locking to discrete variables have a large impact on the material cost, 
which can be seen from figure 6.13. The procedure used in locking was to 
first lock all members that fell for the lower bound.Thereafter, locking of the 
top chord and the bottom chord followed and finally the thickness was 
locked. This order of locking was empirically found as the one producing 
the most optimal result. Locking the width first is difficult although it might 
seem as a good approach. 

Using the thickness 115 mm for the top and bottom chord allows for the 
diagonals to be 90 mm thick. Indications from optimisation are that this 
saves 900  SEK  on the material cost of the truss.A section through a connec-
tion joining the bottom chord and a diagonal is shown in figure 6.14. 

90 nun 

115 min 

Figure 6.14 Joint between bottom chord and diagonal using different thicknesses. 

Taking into account the usage of LK30 and the smaller thickness of the 
diagonals, gives a final glulam cost of about 11,400  SEK.  The heights of the 
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diagonals in table 6.3 are changed to 135 mm. The total production cost is 
then 19,200  SEK.  If this is a competitive price must be judged by the market. 
It should however be noted that the estimation is made without any produc-
tion tests as input and might therefore be misleading. 
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7 Discussion 
The finishing chapter discusses the results and methods found in this licen-
tiate thesis.The discussion begins with the concurrent engineering method 
and then turns to the glulam truss design, followed by a section about statis-
tical experimental design. A summary of the most important findings is pre-
sented in the results section. Proposals for further research finishes chapter 
seven. 

7.1 Concurrent Engineering 

In this work CE has been used a method to organise the design work. The 
formation of the CE team means that knowledge from architecture, manu-
facturing, construction and research is brought together to focus on the 
development of the design of a glulam truss system. From a systems engi-
neering point of view this has been very effective, since many options need 
to be considered in the design of such a complicated structural component 
as a glulam truss. Providing options was done on the structural element level 
as well as the joining system level. Options for different production methods 
were also considered and finally the optimisation process performed the 
evaluation of options for the dimensions of the elements in the truss. 

The members of the CE team all have a strong interest in the project 
from their own point of view.The manufacturer of the system gains a design 
of the production process and the contractor gets valuable insights about the 
costs for erection and transportation. The only participant that really does 
not gain anything at the first glance is the architect. Since this is a design of 
a system, the architect is only needed in the design of the system itself and is 
not participating in every single building project. If the client specifically 
request an aesthetic appearance of the structure, the architect can be in-
volved again to re-design the layout of the truss system. Once the industrial 
process to produce the truss is known such adjustments are administrable, 
since the effect on production costs is possible to estimate.The CE approach 
has facilitated the technology transfer from industry to research to industry 
by providing an open environment for discussion between the members of 
the CE team. Being an industry related problem from the beginning this is 
an advantage for the work performed in this licentiate thesis. 

The use of CE has affected the formulation of research areas during the 
work. First of all, using the experience of the CE team, guarantees that the 
research questions are posed so that the research does not aim to solve a 
non-existent problem. Moreover, the CE approach has affected the planning 
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of the series of laboratory experiments. All series performed in this thesis 
have double purposes, seeking the answer to both capacity and production 
problems.This shows the integration between detailing and production used 
in CE. It is fair to say that if CE would not have been employed some of the 
questions answered in this thesis would never have been posed. For example, 
the difficulties in finding an efficient method for the production of the slots 
would probably never had been actualised. Extending this thought leads to 
the fact that the production consideration tests in chapter five never would 
have been performed and thus the negative effect of the slenderness of the 
slices of timber hardly discovered. Speculating further, two different produc-
tion methods for the slots would never have been investigated and certainly 
not the structural calculation of the truss with divided beams.The CE proc-
ess was described in section 2.5 with figure 7.1. 

Concurrent Eiiguiecriug Process 

Figure 7.1 	CE process in this licentiate thesis. 

The most important step in this process has been the first step from concept 
to detailing, where the first results are obtained on the feasibility of the 
concept. Furthermore, it was important to be persistent in the many itera-
tions between detailing and production, which the reasoning about produc-
tion of the slots shows. These two points are considered crucial for the suc-
cess of the CE process. 

The CE work carried out in this licentiate thesis also shows that the 
members in the team are equally important and it is a requirement that all 
members contribute to the work otherwise the design process will be less 
efficient. An example can be taken in the estimation of the production cost. 
Since no tests or investment plans were made at the manufacturers plant, no 
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correct estimate for the production cost could be obtained. If this had been 
performed it would have been possible to use the production cost as the cost 
function in the optimisation to obtain a more reliable result. 

Structural engineers and contractor/producers of products have a lot to 
learn from each other. Probably, it is in the environment where these people 
meet on equal terms, where it is most likely that interesting solutions to 
problems can be found. The problem arises when considering how to find 
these people? SME are often companies without the resources to both search 
for these people and then be able to function as the project manager for a 
CE team.To have one of the participating companies as the project manager 
might also harm the design process since the emphasis most likely is placed 
on questions concerning this particular company. It is therefore necessary to 
have an independent project manager. This function could be filled by a 
researcher, not necessary a Ph.D. student, but more likely by a senior re-
searcher as part of the third assignment for a university - interaction with the 
society. 

7.2 Glulam truss 

7.2.1 Joint system 

The joint system developed in this work, NSSP - nails with slotted-in steel 
plates, figure 7.2 is new to the Swedish market. However, there exists a very 
similar system in Germany, which is protected by a patent, Greimbau (1979). 
The patent was not known of at the starting point of this project. No results 
are available in the form of laboratory tests or production methods concern-
ing this patent, and the extent of its use in Germany is not known. 
The joint system is shown to be able to fulfil all the functional requirements 
set on the structural system presented in figure 3.5. The combination of a 
ductile still strong joint is not very common and this property is desirable 
when considering FR1.1: High ductility and FR1.2: Resistance. Resistance 
consideration tests described in section 4.2 show  R  -= 8.35 kN/nail and 
two steel plates and  D  (=uf/u ) = 20. An analysis of this joint type using 
theory for dowel-type fasteners described by Hilson (1995) and Hartl (1995) 
shows an expected resistance of 8.39 kN/nail and two steel plates. The fail-
ure modes observed (mode I in the mid section, mode II in the outer sec-
tion) were also predicted by this theoretical comparison. The analysis em-
ployed the measured value for the yield moment, but the embedding strength 
was estimated through the expression found in EC5 (1998). Taking into 
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account the density of the wood 
and the moisture content together 
with the standard deviation of the 
resistance test according to DGP 
(1995) gives a characteristic value 
of Rvk  4.9 kN/nail and two steel 
plates. Comparing with results 
from theory in EC5 (1998) shows 
a characteristic value of 5.9 kN/ 
nail and two steel plates. The dif-
ference must depend on the dif-
ferent definitions of the character-
istic value in EC5 (1998) and DGP 
(1994) or the performing of the 
correction for density and mois-
ture content. 

7.2.2 Production 

Production testing in section 4.1 
and 5.2 reveals that the maximum 
steel plate thickness is 2 mm using 
steel of grade S355N. The nail 
spacings given in BKR (1999) can 
be followed with the exception for 

Figure 7.2 	Nails with slotted-in steel plates. 	the distance to a loaded edge par- 
allel to the grain where the end distance should be increased from 15d to 
20d to avoid splitting of the wood during nailing.The nails used in testing of 
this joint type were hardened steel nails 97  x  3.7 mm2.The length of the nail 
can be increased to maximum 130 mm using the nailer HN500A from  
Nordisk Kartro  AB, provided the nail does not buckle during nailing. 

The production of the slots to accommodate the steel plates has been a 
major consideration in the production studies. In chapter 5 different pro-
duction methods were studied and two alternative methods proposed; con-
tinuous steel plates connecting separated beams allows for sawing the slots 
from the end of the beam with a band saw and steel plates inserted in slots 
made by sawing from the side of the continuous beam with a circular saw. In 
chapter 6 structural optimisation of the glulam truss showed that to obtain a 
competitive product the slots must be made by sawing from the side of the 
beam. When sawing from the side the material cost for glulam was 12,850 
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SEK  while sawing from the edge gave a truss with a material cost of 13,750  
SEK.  

The cost level for producing the joints was established through an analy-
sis of the work operations needed to produce one joint in appendix  G  to 
about 340 SEK/joint. There is practically no difference in cost between the 
two proposed production methods for the truss, but in relation to the struc-
tural effectiveness the conclusion reached is that sawing from the side of the 
beam is more desirable. It is by working with the CE approach the questions 
of production have been so dominating. In applied research this is seen as an 
advantage since the theoretical results produced are not of any value if they 
cannot be implemented in practice as expected. 

7.2.3 Optimisation 

The optimisation shows that a glulam truss could be made competitive if the 
production costs are lowered. A screening procedure showed that an effi-
cient truss has a vertical member at support 1.1 m long, the pitch of the roof 
is 1:8 and the number of spans in the top chord is 5. The impact of the 
rotational capacity of the joint was also studied and was in the optimisation 
calculated from the geometry of the joint. The material cost for the glulam 
in such a truss is 11,400 SEK.Adding the production cost gives a total cost of 
19,200 SEK.Apart from that fact, the most striking result from the optimisation 
is the large difference in the value of the cost function (3,400  SEK)  between 
using continuous and discrete dimensions of the truss. This is normally not 
seen as a problem in structural design, but in this case the structural element 
consists of many smaller elements, each of which contribute to the diversion 
from the optimal value when rounded off. 
The estimated production cost for the glulam truss is 19,200 SEK.The most 
cost-effective structural component for single storey long span buildings is 
steel trusses with a comparative cost of 15,600  SEK.  Other glulam systems 
range in cost from 18,300- 31,000 SEK.The market must judge whether or 
not the glulam truss is competitive. It is possible that there is a willingness to 
pay for increased aesthetic appearance. In relation to the cost for the entire 
building, the bearing structure constitutes about 8 %, Linnsen (2001). From 
that point of view a difference of 3,500  SEK  per truss is not that much. 

7.3 Statistical experimental design 

In chapter 5 statistical experimental design was used as a method for plan-
ning and analysing laboratory experiments.The purpose of the experiements 
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was to achieve a qualitative picture of the behaviour of a full-scale joint 
made with NSSP. The experiments fit the CE process well since they pro-
vide information about the design and production of the joint, leading to 
the fulfilment of buildability of the truss. From a strictly scientific point of 
view in timber engineering, the experiments are less useful since no param-
eter study is performed. Thus, no quantitative information is presented as a 
result and no explicit formula is derived. 

The experiments were performed from an apparent need in the design 
process for more information about the behaviour of full-scale joints since 
this is a new joining system. The information wanted was qualitative and 
concerned production methods and the design of the joint. This informa-
tion could have been performed by a parameter study, but if this parameter 
study had shown that another design than tested is preferred, then the study 
would have been worthless for the design process. With the CE process in 
mind the experiments were performed as a screening instead. This means 
that the quantitative results obtained are less reliable concerning variability 
since replicates of the experiments are not performed. Still, it is possible to 
draw qualitative conclusions and one conclusion was that the placement of 
the connectors for the compressive diagonal does not affect the resistance of 
the tensile diagonal. This qualitative result shows that a quantitative study 
concerning this particular issue is not needed. The weakness of using statis-
tical experimental design is that the ability to draw quantitative conclusions 
is limited and therefore the results might be of lesser interest for the timber 
engineering society The strength is the ability to test the impact of several 
factors with a minimum of resources.The methods can be regarded as com-
plementary since a statistical experimental design can be used as preliminary 
experiments before a quantitative parameter study. 

7.4 Further research 

During the work in this licentiate thesis many questions have been posed. 
Several of these questions are possible research topics in future investigations 
of the glulam truss system. 

The aesthetic possibilities of the glulam truss have not been investigated 
to any greater extent in this licentiate thesis. This is due to the strong FR3: 
Buildability that requires that the product is made producible and competi-
tive on the market before continuing with anything more than the basic 
need. It is clear though that the choice of the joining system provides condi-
tions that are favourable for measures improving the aesthetic expression. 

The optimisation of the truss performed in chapter 6 is not so refined as 
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it could be since second order theory is neglected. This topic needs further 
investigation, but is also dependent on the establishment of a production 
process to be able to use the production cost as the cost function. It could 
also be of interest to study the impact of the rotational capacity of the joints 
further, and especially to see if it is possible to optimise the size of the struc-
tural elements to produce harmony with the rotational capacity. The refined  
FE  model could be the base for a marketing system accesible from the Internet, 
where clients could study the structural system, place orders, obtain infor-
mation about delivery times and obtain a precise cost. 

The ductile or brittle behaviour of structures is discussed in several sec-
tions. Ductile structures are considered safer than brittle structures based on 
their deformation capacity. This fact is not explicitly pronounced in today's 
building codes and several researchers have proposed the use of adapted 
safety factors taking into account the ductility of the structure, Blass et al. 
(1999), Stehn and  Johansson  (2001). If this becomes a reality the structure 
designed in this licentiate thesis will become even more competitive. 

7.5 Results 

The purpose of this licentiate thesis was divided in a qualitative and a quan-
titative part: 

• To study the use of concurrent engineering as a method for 
managing the design of specialised structural systems. 
• To develop a glulam truss system and investigate if it can be 
made competitive on the Swedish market. 

The results from this study are thus both qualitative and quantitative. Con-
current Engineering is a working method well suited for managing the de-
sign of structural systems. It is also a good method to use when performing 
applied research since it focuses on the implementation of the research re-
sults into industry, which is the purpose of starting applied research from the 
beginning. It is important though to realise the that each member in the CE 
team must be willing to contribute to the work otherwise the design process 
will be less efficient. Information about the process and the working meth-
ods is crucial when the participants are SMEs presumably without experi-
ence of the research society and of the CE method. 

Quantitatively, yes — it might be possible to make glulam trusses com-
petitive on the Swedish market, but the production costs must be investi-
gated further. Production issues are of great importance for the success of 
glulam trusses, as has been evident throughout the licentitate thesis. The 
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joint type studied in this work, nails with slotted-in steel plates, is both duc-
tile (the ratio between final displacement and yielding displacement is 20) 
and has a high resistance (8.35 kl\l/nail), well suited for a truss. 
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A Estimation oj esthetical value 

The esthetical value of the different structural systems was not valued in the 
comparison despite the fact that aesthetics was posed as FR2. Perhaps it is 

impossible to value the aesthetics since the preferences in this matter differ 

from person to person.An engineering approach to valuating aesthetics could 
be to use the formulation of the utility function. 

The approach would be to let the architect in the CE team assess the 
different structures from the esthetical point of view. The assessment could 

be performed as the basis of utility theory, namely as ranking the visual 

appearance of the different structures from most preferable to the least pref

erable. The ranking could be performed by studying pictures and animations 

created in a 3D computer model of each proposed structure, see figure A.1. 

FigureA.1 Proposal oja glulam truss design created from a 3D mode/, Johansson (1998). 

The architect assigns no values in terms of cost to the structures. Instead the 

value of aesthetics is taken from market analysis as the largest extra cost a 

client is willing to pay for an esthetical structure. This value is assigned to the 

structure with highest esthetical value from the architect and then linearly 

decreasing values for aesthetics would be given the other structures. This 

concept can be referred to as assigning a crude utility function to the choice 

of structural systems, but since the method is not verified in any way by 

other researchers no further analysis using utility theory is performed. 
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B 	Comparison of different joint types 

B.1 Dowels with slotted-in steel plates. 

The dowels are assumed to have fuk= 700 MPa  (fyk  = 600 MPa),  Siem  (1999) 
and the steel plates a thickness of 4 mm, fuk  --= 360 MPa and  fyk  = 235 MPa. 
The optimal timber thickness, slot placement and dowel diameter are sought 
using re-optimisation. Calculations are made according to Hartl (1995) con-
sidering four shear planes. Dowels with a diameter  d  -= 8 mm and total 
timber thickness t = 165 mm are chosen to obtain maximum resistance and 
a ductile failure (mode III).The slots are placed with 1/3 of the width in the 
middle (t2  -= 52 mm) and 1/3 on each side.A total of 24 dowels are needed 
to transfer 400 kN. 

It is still uncertain if the load distribution between dowels placed in a 
row affects the total load transfer.According to EC5, the number of effective 

dowels must be considered when more than 2 dowels are placed in a row. 
Still, no effect of decreasing resistance due to dowels placed in a row can be 
proven according to  Siem  (1999). Hence no reduction has been used in this 
comparison. The production ofjoints with dowels and slotted-in steel plates 
is quite expensive requiring precision work when drilling the holes for the 
dowels through both steel and wood. To be able to reach the high resistance 
found in theory, the dowel must fit tightly into the hole. If the connector-
hole clearance is too large this will negatively affect the resistance, Mischler 
(1998). 

B.2 Bolts 

For bolts, the geometry of the joint must be modified since the bolts must 
pass both the diagonal and the lower chord to connect them. A design with 
the diagonal inserted between double chords is chosen.Within the limits of 
90-165 mm for the width of the members, the diameters of the bolt and the 
member thickness are optimised with respect to resistance. Bolts with  d  = 
20 mm are chosen with a timber thickness of 90 mm each to obtain failure 
mode III. The total amount of bolts needed is 16. To increase the resistance, 
toothed-plate connectors are placed between the members. The toothed-
plate connectors were assumed to have  d  = 50 mm and be of type C10, Blass 
(1995), why 10 bolts + connectors are needed. The dimension of the diago-
nal must be enlarged to 90  X  360 mm2  for the bolted connection and to 90  
x  405 mrn2  when toothed-plate connectors are added. When producing 
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joints with bolts attention must be made to the connector-hole clearances as 
with dowels. Joints with bolts are easier to produce than joining systems 
with slotted-in steel plates since the number of operations is smaller. The 
application of toothed-plate connectors adds some operations to the pro-
duction of the joints. 

B.3 MNC -  Multiple Nail Connector 

The Multiple Nail Connector (MNC), Kevarinmäki (1995), requires two 
timber members, one on each side with the MNC inserted between them. 
MNC is presently used for LVL-beams but a modified MNC for glulam has 
been tested by  Burstrand  and Salmonsson (1996) with annually ringed shank 
nails 40  x  4 mm2. Using the observed standard deviation from these experi-
ments, the design value of the resistance is Rd  = 1.49 kN/nail. 134 nails per 
side are required for the joint in figure 4.6. When using joints with many 
nails the length of the joint must be constrained as to avoid shear plug 
failure. In this case the length of the joint is 400 mm assuming that the 
width of the diagonal is 315 mm. The joint is too long according to Kangas 
and Vesa (1998) and the diagonal must then be enlarged to 405 mm. No 
reduction for number of nails in a row was used in accordance with Blass 
(1990). The production of MNC joints is fairly straightforward using a hy-
draulic press machine. The main problem is the manufacturing of the con-
nector itself. No rational manufacturing process for MNC has yet been 
established. In Finland where the MNC is used for trusses made of LVL 
(laminated veneer lumber), the production of the connector involves stud 
welding of each nail to a steel plate. This produces substantial production 
costs, which the market segment addressed here, cannot sustain. 

B.4 Nails with nail plates 

A very common way in Sweden ofjoining timber elements is by using nails 
and steel plates with pre-punched holes of thickness 5 mm. The annually 
ringed shank nails are assumed to be 40  x  4.0 mm2  and the timber thickness 
90 mm. The required number of nails per side is 140. The length of the joint 
is 380 mm, which is too long considering shear-plug failure according to 
Kangas and Vesa (1998).A larger height of the diagonal is required, 405 mm 
minimum. The nail plates must be able to carry the total tensile force trans-
ferred by the nails. The nail plates have sufficient resistance when using the 
enlarged diagonal. Production of joints with nails and nail plates is fairly 
rational using standard equipment as electric nailers and prefabricated  galva- 
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nised nail plates. As of today, joints of this type are not prefabricated, leading 
to a large labour cost on site. 

B.5 Punched metal plate fastener 

Using punched metal plate fasteners is an appealing alternative because of 
the established manufacturing process. Pre-fabricated fasteners are pressed 
hydraulically into the wood from the side, the same production process as 
for MNC. The anchorage capacity or the steel net section capacity deter-
mines the punched metal plate fastener resistance. The anchorage capacity 
requires the area 109,230 mm2  per side. The thickness of the steel section is 
limited to 2 mm due to production capabilities of the fastener manufacturer. 
Even with the thickest available punched metal plate fastener the steel net 
section will fail. Punched metal plate fasteners are no alternative for trusses 
of this size,  Burstrand  and Salmonsson (1998). 

B.6 NSSP 

From tests presented in section 4.2 on shot-through nails and slotted-in 
steel plates, the resistance per nail (97  x  3.7 mm2, smooth and round) is Rvk  

5 kN/nail. Using this characteristic value from the tests the design value is 
calculated to Rd  = 3.64 kN/nail. 110 nails are required. The length of the 
joint is 260 mm, which is nearly acceptable according to Kangas and Vesa 
(1998). Production of NSSP can be made rational regarding the assembly of 
the fasteners. No problems with connector-hole clearances will occur which 
reduces the resistance. 
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C 	Theory of statistical experimental design 
The description in the following is based on Box, Hunter & Hunter (1978) 
and Bergman and Klefsjö (1994). 

The design of experiments involves not only decisions on what equip-
ment to use and how to measure the parameters, it is mainly a question of 
deciding what to measure and why. Most experiments in the field of struc-
tural engineering are performed as parameter studies, where the influence 
of one or more parameters on an assumed relationship is studied. This is a 
good approach for verifying relationships derived from physical considera-
tions.This is also a much-utilised technique when performing  FE  studies of 
different phenomena. But there are situations when parameter studies are 
less resource efficient to verify the wanted conclusion. If the main goal with 
the experiments is not to verify a certain formula but to estimate the influ-
ence of a certain parameter, another approach can be used. 

C.1 Factorial design 

An alternative approach to parameter studies or one-factor-at-a-time ex-
periments are factorial designs where several factors are varied during the 
series of experiments.The main ideas can be described through an example. 

When using springs in the mechanical industry, the appearance of cracks 
in the springs poses a problem. The cause for the initiation of cracks is un-
known and therefore there is a need to examine what factors affect the 
crack initiation during usage. Based on earlier observations three factors are 
to be studied: 

• Steel hardening temperature (S) 
• The oil temperature when hardening (0) 
• The steel carbon content  (C)  

Two levels are set for every factor. For each factor a high and a low value is 
chosen, see table C.1. 

Table  C  .1 Levels of factors 

Level Symbol S  (°C)  0  (°C) C  (%) 

Low 830 70 0.5 

High + 910 120 0.7 
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If all possible combinations of the levels of the three factors are studied, 
eight different test situations result, see table C.2. Such an experiment is 
called a full factorial design or just a full factorial. 
For each of the eight test conditions a batch of springs is manufactured. 

Table C.2 The eight test conditions 

Run no. S 0  C  Response 

1 - - - 67 

2 + - - 79 

3 - + 59 

4 + + - 90 

5 - + 61 

6 + - + 75 

7 - + + 52 

8 + + + 87 

These springs are then exposed to a life test and the number of springs 
without cracks is observed. In order to avoid misleading influence from 
disturbing factors, like changes in the measurement equipment over time, 
the tests are performed in random order. The response variable was taken as 
the percentage of springs that did not have any cracks and is also reported in 
table C.2. 

It is now possible to estimate the effect of e.g. raising the steel tempera-
ture S. For every combination of oil temperature (0) and carbon content  
(C)  there are two observations, one for a low steel temperature and one for 
a high.The differences are 79 - 67 = 12,90 — 59 = 31,75 — 61 :----- 14 and 87 
— 52 = 35.The mean value of all the differences is 23 and is a measure of the 
effect of raising the steel temperature. In the same way the effect of raising 
the carbon content is - 5 and the effect of raising the oil temperature is + 
1.5. Furthermore, there seems to be an interaction effect between S and 0. 
This can be seen by observing that it is not so efficient to raise the steel 
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temperature when the oil temperature is low (differences 12 and 14) as it is 
when the oil temperature is high (differences 31 and 35). This interaction 
effect would not have been discovered when using one-factor-at-a-time 
experiments. 

The calculation of effects is usually performed by using the signs in table 
C.2. An effect can be estimated as one quarter of the sum of the response 
taken with the signs in the corresponding column. 

Effect 	(-67 +79-59+90 — 61+ 75 — 52 + 87) -= 23 
4 

Note two things about the calculation of an effect: 

• All the observations in the experiments are used to provide in-
formation on one effect 

• Each effect is determined with the precision of a four-fold 
replicated difference 

The interaction effects can also be estimated with the same approach if table 
C.2 is augmented with columns for these effects too, table C.3. 

The signs in the column for the interaction effect are obtained by mere 

Table C.3 Accounting for interaction effects 

Run no. S 0  C  S  x  0 Response 

1 + 67 

2 + 79 

3 + 59 

4 + + + 90 

5 + + 61 

6 + + 75 

7 + + 52 

8 + + + + 87 

(C.1) 
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multiplication of the signs in the columns for S and 0, respectively. The 
other interactions have been left out for clarity There might be an interac-
tion effect between the three factors studied though this is not very com-
mon.When interaction effects are present there is no use in describing the 
effects separately but the two interacting factors are described together. 

C.2 The experimental error 

When using an experimental design the experimental error is not possible 
to estimate by using the standard deviation between the different experi-
ments since the conditions vary between the experiments.This can be han-
dled in several ways. One way is to perform replicate experiments where 
each run in table C.2 is repeated several times. From the variation between 
the replicates the experimental error can be estimated. 

In the example above the experimental error could be established from 
the fact that the response is a percentage of springs without cracks out of 
200 springs. Through an assumption of binominally-distributed variables 
the standard deviation is at most 3.6 % (occurs when the parameter  p  in the 
binomial distribution is 0.5).The standard deviation of an effect is the stand-
ard deviation of a sum of eight variables divided by four, leading to a stand-
ard deviation of 2.6 %. 

In cases where there are no replicates available and no other source of 
information exists for the estimation of the standard deviation, the experi-
mental error can be estimated through neglecting higher order interactions 
since these are unlikely. This assumption must of course be verified, which is 
ususally performed by producing a normal probability plot. If this assump-
tion can be verified the experimental error estimated from higher-order 
effects represents the variability in material etc. normally found in any series 
of experiments. 

C.3 Analysis of results 

The analysis of the results from an experimental design is performed in 
relation to the estimation of the standard deviation.The basic assumption is: 

As each effect is estimated as the sum of a number of independent 
random variables, it follows from the Central Limit Theorem that the 
effect  is roughly normally distributed. 

If a factor does not have any effect it would have the distribution N(0, a) 
where 6 can be obtained as described above. But, if the factor does have an 
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effect on the response it will not belong to that distribution.This factor will 
heavily deviate from the distribution N(0,). This is shown graphically in 
figure C.1. 

-5 
	

0 

Figure C.1. Illustration of estimated effects in relation to a normal distribution N(0,0). 

This is the approach to determine whether or not a factor has an effect or 
not. The method can be graphically displayed in different ways. A normal 
probability plot is often used where the significant effects deviates from the 
expected straight line, see figure C.2. The normal probability plot is also 
excellent for checking the assumption of negligible higher order effects for 
estimation of the experimental error. 

Another method is the Pareto chart, which in addition to the graphical 
display of figure C.1 also can give a quantitative measure on the significance 
of the effects, see figure C.3.The Pareto chart orders the effects after magni-
tude and relates them to a one-sided confidence interval with 95 % confi-
dence level. The interpretation is that the effects larger than the straight line 
are significant on the 95 % confidence level. 

C.4 Blocked factorial designs 

Sometimes it is difficult to avoid variations in e.g. the experimental set-up. 
Therefore it is possible to analyse the factorials in blocks. The basic idea is 
then to replace one of the higher order effects with a block effect.This block 
effects accounts for the variation between the different conditions making it 
possible to compare results from the two blocks. 
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D 	Theory of tension perpendicular to the grain 
at joints in wood 

When loaded in the direction perpendicular to the grain, wood is a very 
weak material with low capacity, Blass and Schmid (1998). Loading perpen-
dicular to the grain should therefore be avoided and when necessary care 
must be taken as to design the structure with as little loading perpendicular 
to the grain as possible. Several researchers have studied tension perpendicu-
lar to the grain at joints in timber structures during the past 20 years e.g. 
Ehlbeck et al. (1989), van der Put (1990). Some of the candidate theories for 
an inclusion in EC5 (1998) are discussed below. 

D.1  Eurocode  5 

In EC5 a simplified expression for verifying the resistance perpendicular to 
the grain is used. Measurements are shown in figure Di 

2f „b t 
Ft90 	 e 	 (D.1) 

3 
= characteristic shear capacity [MPa] 

be = the height from the loaded edge to the farthest row of fasteners [in] 
t = thickness of the timber element [m] 

(1,51„,  

I,  

Figure D.1 	Definition of parameters. 
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The formula is valid if be>  0.5h.This is a simple formula to use, but unfor-
tunately it has been proven in laboratory tests that it overestimates the ca-
pacity, see e.g. Ballerini (1999) 

D.2 TACM van der Put 

At a support beams are sometimes designed with a notch for stabilising 
purposes, see figure D.2. 

Bolt 

Tension crack 

•1 
11 

1! 

Figure D.2 	Beam with notch at support. 

This element has been studied using the theory of fracture mechanics see 
e.g.  Gustafsson  (1999).Experimental studies confirm this approach and there-
fore an attempt to apply fracture mechanics theory also to tension perpen-
dicular to the grain at joints has been made by TACM van der Put (1990). 
Van der Put proposes: 

2f kht 
Ft90 	"

3 
 

The expression should be valid for 0.5h <  b  < 0.7h. This theory is also 
supported by experiments by van der Put (1990) himself. Later experimen-
tal series have on the other hand shown that the agreement is not as good as 
expected e.g. Ballerini (1999). 

D.3 Ehlbeck, Görlacher and Werner 

Ehlbeck et al. (1989) presented an empiric formula based on experimental 
results and numerical analyses. This equation have no restrictions regarding 
the size of be. 
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h  = factor that distributes the load due to the fact that the fastener causes 
compression perpendicular to the grain simultaneously with tension 
perpendicular to the grain [-]  

k  -= factor that depends on the number of fasteners since the force Ft90  
acts on several rows of fasteners [-]  

A f  = effective area [m2] 
tef  -= effective thickness of cross section [m] 
1 =- length of the last row of fasteners, see figure D.1  
c  =- factor that takes into account that the tensile stresses are not evenly 

distributed over lr. 
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AJ  = tef  • 1r,ef  (D.6)  

l ref  = 	+ (ch)2  (D.7)  
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(D.8)  

The last two equations take  inte  account that the tensile stress perpendicular 
to the grain is not evenly distributed along the length lr. The effective length 
should also be longer than lr  itself since the tensile stresses acts somewhat 
outside the outermost fasteners.The effective thickness tef  is set to the sum of 
the length of the penetrating depth of the fasteners, but maximum 12d for 
nails and screws. 

In this licentiate thesis the theory of Ehlbeck et al. has been used for 
comparison wth the experiments in chapter 5 based on the very good agree-
ment shown with experiments.This is also verified by Ballerini (1999). Fur-
thermore, equation D.3 does not have any restrictions regarding the size of 
be  and therefore the range for the variable be  is large, which is preferable 
when using experimental design. 
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E 	Impact of rotational capacity of the joint on 
the moment distribution 

A simply supported continuos beam over two bays is studied. The beam is 
modelled in  Matlab  using CALFEM.The continuos beam is modelled with 
two beam elements, one for each span and the beam is jointed at mid sup-
port simulating the situation in a truss. The joint is modelled as a rotational 
spring with varying rotational stiffness. As a comparison the rotational stiff-
ness of the largest possible nailed joint assembly in the beam is calculated. 
The goal is to study the effect of the rotational capacity of the real joint on 
the moment distribution and to determine whether or not the rotational 
capacity of the nailed joint can be disregarded in the design of the truss. 

Figure E.1 	Beam structure. 

Assumptions: Glulam, L40, 90  x  700 mm2,  E  10.4 GPa. Nailed joint with 
spacing according to EC5, maximum length 250 mm to avoid shear plug 
failure. 

Placing the maximum amount of nails in the joint following the rules for 
spacing, the polar moment of inertia is determined to 11.41  n.  The rota-
tional stiffness Ice  is determined as:  

ko  = —
2

K„rIp  K.E(x2  ± y2 ) 	 (E.1) 
3 

Equation (E.1) is based on the assumption of linearly elastic material and a 
rigid body behaviour of the timber members and emerges from the deriva-
tion of the theory for force determination in joints subjected to moment. 
Using Ks, from EC5  K,  is 7.19 MNm/rad for this particular case. To relate 
the magnitude of k0 to the joined beams ke  is formulated as: 

a  EI 
ko  =  p  — 

L 

Inserting the assumed geometrical factors gives a ß-value of 1.3 for the 
assumed connection.To determine whether or not this ß-value is large enough 
to produce moments at support that must be taken into consideration when 
designing the truss, the ß-value is varied in the structure described in figure 
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E.1 The moment distribution is shown for 13 between 0.5 and 10 in figure 
E.2. 
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Figure E.2 	Moment distribution when assuming ß = 10 (upper curve) and ß = 0.5 (lower 
curve). 

From figure E.2 the conclusion can be drawn that already at 13 = 0.5 the 
moment transferred by the joint is substantial. In the example ß = 1.34 was 
calculated. Figure E.3 shows the variation of the support moment withß. 

'Value 005e14 
	 8 
	

10 

Figure  E.  3 	Variation of support moment with ß. 

The straight line indicates the intersection with ß = 1.34 and it is seen that 
the joint transfers about 47 % of the moment it would have transferred if the 
beam had been continuos. The limit when 13 is enlarged is 280 kNm. 
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The rotational capacity of the joints also varies with the size of the con-
nected beams.When assuming a cross section of 90  x  180 mrn2  the ß-value 
is instead 4 and the joint transfers 73 % of the moment compared with a 
continuos beam. 

It should also be mentioned that the computed value of ke  is strongly 
dependent on the value of Ku. This value is in EC5 about 600 kN/m while 
values from tests performed on the actual nails show Ku  300 kN/m. Using 
the measured value of Ku  gives a 13-value of 0.64 and 1.9 respectively and 
transfers 25% and 53% of the moment. 
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G 	Estimation of production cost for nailed joints 
with slotted-in steel plates 

The production cost includes the material cost and the labour costs. Profit 
and other overhead costs are not included.A hint of the investments needed 
is included. Prices are estimated through comparisons with equipment used 
by other manufacturers of timber products. 

G.1 Investments 

When nailing the joints there is a need for an assembly for the nailer. The 
assembly could be made as a movable frame, with the nailer hanging from it. 
The price for a nailer of the present type is about 15,000  SEK  and the cost 
for the assembly is estimated to 35,000 SEK.Tables to work on when assem-
bling the truss should be adjustable and be able to withstand the pressure 
from the nailer. Such tables are used by manufacturers of trusses for domestic 
buildings and have an estimated price of 50,000  SEK.  Finally, one must have 
equipment that can saw the slots for the steel plats.This kind of equipment is 
used when producing joints with slotted-in steel plates and dowels and has a 
cost of about 500,000 SEK.The grand total for the investment cost is 600,000  
SEK.  The cost for the investment can be distributed on the joints produced 
during a period of 5-10 years. Assuming six years gives 100,000  SEK  per 
year. Assuming furthermore a production of 500 trusses / year gives 500  x  
23 = 11,500 joints in one year. The investment cost carried by one joint is 
thus 100,000/11,500 = 8.70  SEK.  

G.2 Material 

The material cost for a joint can be estimated through looking at the costs 
for one particular joint in the truss. Assuming a joint in the bottom chord 
with the layout shown in figure G.1 the amount of material can be estimated 
as follows: 

The number of nails required are 360/3.64 =- 99 nails for the bottom 
chord and 255/3.64 = 70 nails for the diagonals. 3.64 kN/nail is the design 
resistance for one nail found in section 4.3. This gives a grand total of 240 
nails for the joint. The nails have a price of about 0.50  SEK  / nail and thus 
the price for the nails is about 120  SEK.  

The steel plate can be mounted as in figure G.1. Observe that the steel 
plate is rectangular when mounted and then cut to shape. This reduces the 
cost for the plates considerably since cutting rectangular plates is easier than 
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Figure G.1 	Assumed layout ofjoint. 

making them shaped as in chapter 5. The measurements in figure G.1 give 
enough space to accommodate the nails.The volume of steel needed is 2  x  
0.002  x  0.510  x  0.560 = 0.0011424 rn3  which weighs about 9 kg. Steel is 
often sold by weight therefore the weight was calculated. An estimated steel 
price could be about 7  SEK  / kg, so the cost for the steel plates amounts to 
63 SEK.The total material cost is about 183 SEK/joint. 

G.3 Labour 

There are several work operations to be performed when assembling a joint 
as in figure G.1. An estimation of the time to perform the different opera-
tions can be made as follows: 

1 Making slots in the diagonals with a band saw 	5 min. 
2 Making slots in the chord with a circular saw 	5 min. 
3 Fitting the pieces together 	 5 min. 
4 Nailing 	 20 min. 
Total 	 35 min. 

The time taken for each operation has been estimated from experiences 
from the experiments in chapter 5.The long time for nailing is based on an 
assumption of 5 s. per nail, All operations contain time for fitting and adjust-
ing the work pieces. If the cost for one person can be taken as 250  SEK/  
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hour (including taxes and social dues), the labour cost for the production of 
one joint is about 145  SEK.  

G.4 Total 

The total sum for the production cost of one joint is 9 + 183 + 145 = 337  
SEK.  If the production is trimmed, say 5 min. lesser time to produce the 
joints and 0.40 SEK/nail, the price can be lowered to 300  SEK.  If producing 
the joint as in the experiments with centrically joined members, the steel 
plates will be considerably larger and the price for one joint will amount to 
about 400  SEK.  It is interesting to note that it is the material and labour costs 
that are the heaviest costs. Therefore, it would be beneficial if investments 
could be made to reduce e.g. the labour costs. 
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H  Derivation of the stiffness matrix and the force 
vector for a beam element with rotational and 
translational springs 

H.1 The stiffness matrix 

The following system is considered: 

u2y 

  

,  

  

ulh 

ev 	 °hi  

Figure H.1 	System of structural elements. 

The technique is to eliminate the inner degrees of freedom Ow, Om  from the 
element by static condensation. Since bending and axial forces are uncou-
pled phenomena when using first order theory the axial degrees of freedom, 

can be treated separately from the flexural degrees of freedom, u2, 0.The 
following abbreviations are used: 

EA 	EI  
a= 	b  = 

L3  
(H.1)  

Considering the flexural degrees of freedom only gives the following stiff-
ness relation Ka = f for the beam element only. 

12b 

6bL 

6bL 

4bL2  

—12b 

—6bL 

6bL 

2bL2  

vyl 

0,1  

VI  

Mil 

—12b 

6bL 

—6bL 

2bL2  

12b 

—6bL 

—6bL 

4bL2  

vy2 V2  

Mi2_ 

(H.2)  

The stiffness relation for a rotational spring can be expressed as: 
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(H.6) 

0 0 0  vi  
0  ko  —ko  0, 

(H.3) 
0  —ko  k,  Oil  _  

These two matrices can be used to form the stiffness relation for the entire 
system in figure H.1. 

12b 6bL 0 —12b 6bL 0 Vy 1 

6bL 4bL2  + ko  —ko  —6bL 2bL2  0 0i1 M11  

0 —ko  ko  0 0 0 M1  

—12b —6bL 0 12b —6bL 0 Vy2  V2  

6bL 2bL2  0 —6bL 4bL2  + ko  —ko  °i2 mx2 

0 0 0 0 —ko  02 _ M2 _ 

In the process of static condensation the degrees of freedom to be condensated 
are gathered in the upper left corner of the matrix equation. 

- 
4bL2  +  ko  

2bL2  

2bL2  

4bL2  +  ko  

6bL  

6bL 

—ko  
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—6bL 
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—ko  
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ei2  

Mil 

Mi2 

6bL 6bL 12b 0 —12b 0 vyl =  
V1 

—ko  0 0  ko  0 0  01 M1 

—6bL —6bL —12b 0 12b 0 vy2 V2 

_ 0  —ko  0 0 0  ko  0 M 

This matrix equation can be divided in two subsystems through: 

[

_K
ii_  ; Kle  vi  = 

 Ri  

Kei  11 Kee  ve 	Re  

The stiffness matrix sought can then be obtained through: 

Ksup  =  K„  —Ke,K,-,1K,, 

Performing this on the matrices at hand: 

K-1  = 
 1  [4bL2 +  ko  —2bL2  

' 	det  L_  2bL2 	4bL2  +  ko  

1 

(H.7)  

det K. =12b2L4  +8bL2ko  +k20 
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and: 

KeiK- 

6bL (2bL2  

—ko  (4bL2  

6bL 	6bL  

—ko 	0 

—6bL 	—6bL 

0 	—1(0  

+ k9 ) 	6bL 

+ k8 ) 	2bL2k0  

[ 4b12 + ko  

—2bL2  

(2bL2  + k0 ) 

—2bL2  

4bL2  +k0  _ 

(H.9) 

—6bL (2bL2  + k9 ) 	—6bL (2bL2  + k8 ) 

2bL2k0 	—ko  (4bL2  + k0 ) 

6bL(2bL2  +k8 ) 	6bL (2bL2  + k, ) 

—k, (4bL2  + k, ) 	2bL2k, [6bL 	—k, 	—6bL 	0 
Kei lr2K. = 

—6bL (2bL2  + k, ) 	—6bL (2bL2  +k8 ) 6bL 	0 	—6bL 	—1(6 _ 

2bL2k, 	—k, (4bL2  + k, ) 

72b2L2  (2bL2  + k, ) —6bLke  (2bL2  + k, ) 

—6bLk, (2bL2  + k,) kj (4bL2  + k8 ) 

—72b2L2  (2bL2  + k,) 6bLk, (2bL2  +1(0 ) 

—6bLk9  (2bL2  + k, ) —kj2bL2  

—72b2L2  (2bL2  + k, ) 

6bLk0  (2bL2  +1(9 ) 

72b2L2  (2bL2  + k, 

6bLk0  (2bL2  +  

—6bLk9  (2bL2  + k, ) 

—k 2bL2  

6bLk8  (2bL2  +k8 )  

kj (4bL2  + k, ) 

Peforming the subtraction: 

= Kee  —KeiK2Kie  = • • • (s =  det  Kll ,  h  = 2bL2  +  ko  )• • • = 

12b — 72b2L2h/s 

6bLkoh / s 

—(121) — 72b2L2h /s) 

6bLkeh / s 

6bLko h / s 

k, — (4bL2  + k, )/ s 

—6bLkeh/s 

kj2bL2  Is 

—(12b— 72b21.2,h/s) 

— 6bLkeh /s 

12b— 72b2L2h / s 

— 6bLke h /s 

6bLke h /s 

k02 2bL2  /s 

—6bLke h /s 

k, — k2, (4bL2  + k, )/ s_ 
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The axial stiffness can be found from a study of the structure: 

EA  

Figure H.2 	System for calculation of axial stiffness. 

The axial stiffness of this system can be written as: 

1 	L 	1 
+ 	+ 	 (H.12)  

k l  EA k2  

The axial stiffness is assembled in the stiffness matrix on the placeholders for 
the axial degrees of freedom. 

D..2 The force vector 

The force vector of the stiffness relation Ka = f is altered on one point.The 
axial force and the shear forces are sustained but the moments are altered. 
For a complete description of the response of the element two things are 
needed; the moment in the ends and the vertical displacement dependent on 
the position along the element. These can be derived from the theory of 
structural mechanics. 

1 
D = 

Figure H.3 	Positive directions for the calculation of the force vector. 

Using expressions for support angles from  Johannesson  (1993): 

L ( qL2  M 

2MA  = 0  6E1 MB  + 4  le  
j
+ 	€;A  

\ 

L 7  qL2 MB  ±  o (H.13) 

' 6E1 2MB  
\ 

MA  4 
j 

 keB   

Solving for MA  in the first equation gives: 
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MB  - 	 4 6E1 
MA  =- 	

ff A = 	 (H.14) 
2±frA LkoA  

Inserting in the second equation and solving for MA  once again: 

qL2 	1+ ff B 	 Tz 	6E1 
A M 	

ff _ 
4 (2+ff A )(2+ff B )-1 	 LkoB  

MB  is the same just switch fP to  ff''  in the nominator.The expression for the 
vertical displacement of the element can be obtained through solving the 
equation: 

Ely"' —  q  = 0 	 (H.16) 

The boundary conditions to which are: 

v(0)  = v(L)  =0  

qL2 	1+  ff  B  
v"(0)  = 

4EI(2+ff A )(2+ff B )-1 

1+ff A  
v "(L)  = 

qL2 

4EI(2+ff A )(2+ff B )-1  

The solution is: 

(H.17) 

(H.15) 

( 
ff A ff B 

2P-Fff A )(2-Eff B )-1) 

qL3x 	ff A  (1+ ff B ) 
	

(H.18) 

8E1 (2+ff A )(2+ff B )— 
	24E1 (2+ff A )(2+ff B )-1 

qx 4 qLx 3  
V(X) 

24E1 12E1 

qL
2 
x

2 1+ ff B  

1 
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I Section through a glulam specimen 
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